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ABSTRACT

A

Literature pertaining tc Voice Recognition aoounds with

informaticn relevant to the assessment of transitory speech

recognition Qevices. In the past, engineering requlreents

have dictated the pata ctnis technology followed. But, other

factors do exist That influence recogoition accuracy. This

thesis expicres the impact of Hvman Yactors on the

successful reccgnition o sfeecn, Irincipaily addressing the

ai±:erences or varlability amcng users. A Threshold

Technology T-E0 was useQ tor a i0 Lzterance vocabulary to

test L4 sutjects. A statistical analysis was conducted on b

generic categories of Huiran Factors: Occupational,

Operational, Psychc1cgicai, Fhysloiogical and Personal. hcw

the equiprent is trained and the exlerience level of the

speaxer were fcund tc te rey characteristics influencing

reccgnition accuracy. To a lesser extent computer

ezerience, tire of week, accent, vital capacity and rate of

air flow, speaker cocperativeness and anxiety were found to

effect overall error rates.
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I. INTROrUCTICN

The insistence and dependence upcn state cf the art

equipinent has been a predominant characteristic t±reug:Out

the efforts within the Corr and and Control cormrunity.

Lespite the ;enctant for never, better, .na more

so;hIsticatea equirrent, there rust exist sore mea sure cr

ephasis cr the perscnnel reeded tc train with. operate cn,

and maintain the readiness of, such equiprent. Personnel

ccrsiderattcns cannot be divcrced frorr ,est trogra"s

designed to idertify optimal systems or euIprrent. When

ttese consideraticns are carefully examined. then the data

ottained from sicb programs can be effectlvpl:= usei to

I enh.ance persornel subsyster esign and Irrlementaticn.

j A personnel subsystem test prcgram Is cne which placsp

tte requisite emphasis on personnel rather than equi-prent.

KrytEr fRef. 1] enumerates six cjectives necessary for a

successful test Trograr.

I. To evaluate whether the systerr can be cperated,

maintained and controlled by th!e rers onnel assigned to

it.

2. To deterfine the effect of huffer perforgance on system

I erformance and vice versa. This cbjective is aired

at discovering critical inadequacies in ran-machine

14
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interaction and subsequently identify cbanges that

would irrrcve their compatibility.

3. To develop valid qualitative ard quantitative

perscnnel requirements, selection prccedvres, ard

tatles of organi7ational mannirg. Eow many and what

type of pecple will provide optirral effectiveness cf

the man-nachine interface?

4. To evaluate individual and/or lcng tern- operational

readiness and applicable tre'ning programs.

5. To evaluate trairing equipment and supporting

materials.

e. To evaluate job aids, technical publications and other

tools fcr training and for assistirg cn t.re Job

performance.

Increased prcductivity through automaticn involves two

major issues; tecbrological and uwran. Speecb is a uniquely

human capability. Speech reccpniticr ty a computer involves

getting a machine to accept, recognize, and correctly

respond to spoker ressages. This machine Tust take the

input speech, corpere it against the expected pronunclation

for allowable utterances, identify the intended message or

utterance, and produce the correct and apprrpriate response.

To adeq ately Implement the capabilities of Such a

technology. the otjectives above become all the mnre

it



relevant. Cf paramount importance is the human, for it

takes people to rake all this automation work.

Speech reccgnizers ccrrmercially available tcday are

effective only within narrow limits. They have relatively

small vocabularies and 'frequently' confuse wcrds. Within

It this context, It becomes Incumbent upon the user to cevelop

the still tc talX to the recognizer [Ref. Z: p. 76). As

such, a reccgnizer's performance will vary widely frcm

speaker to speaker.

Much of the work in speecb recognitior has centered1 or

the development and Improvement cf speech recognition

.J devices. For example:

-- Linear Predictive Coding (IPC) in early 7?:'t

( -- Lynaric programming

D-- feveloprent of I mitlior tit/sec -rocessors

A user's experience nctwittstanting, the hurar variacl in1

recognition performance rermains strcng. This has often been

observed in the past and ever led tc a descripticr cf user

categories [Ref. 2: p. .0] of 'sheers' nd 'goets'. TheSe

speech recognition systems work well for the 'sheer tut the

majority of the problems 2re created by a smell segment of

the population - the 'goats'.

Recognizing the significant impact that engineers have

bad on perpetuating the contirued advent and technological

advancement of speech reccgnition, it is revertheless,

I _ _ _ _ _1_



critical to remind ourselves of the interlisciplinary n tre

of s.eecb recognition. Besides engineering, the total

discipline of speech sciences and technolcg7 iclules sich

traditional disciplines as rsychclogy, linguistics, anatomy

end physiolcgy, computer sciences end human factcrs. This

thesis endeavors to examine the irr.act of human factors on

the successful reccgnition of speech, pritcipally addressirg

the differences or ,variabillt. afonF. users.

First, the modality of voice ln~ut will te examined

citing some of the more readily aperent edvantages and

disadvantages, and an overview yrovide as to its potential

applicability in a Command and Ccnrol en7ironment. With a

general arpreciaticn cf s-eech reccgnition (the term 'voice

reccgnition' is syronrrous and used Interchangeably within

this docurent) in hand, the varlety of bu 'n factors that

can affect the successful recognitlca of speecb ty a rracbine

will then be summarized. Sutsequently, the experimertal

rrethoaology usec to exarmre ,.a lifferen?1rte speech

recognition eqLuprrent users %III be .resented. T actly, the

experimental results will be prlsented and. an 3naljsis

provided of the correlation of each variable examined to its

associated errcr rates as well as ar analysis ef rariar.ce.
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TI. CCI1PUTEL RECCGNITICN CF SPEECH

A. OVERVIEW CF VOICE INPUT TECHNCLOGY

Speech recognition can be consiaered as a stbset of a

broaaer field known as Speech Understanding. Speech

Understanding Systems (SUS/ have the cbjecLlve of

Interpreting the Intent of the speaker whether or not the

user's speech is grammatically ccrrect or well formed.

While Speech Recognition Systers (SRS) are prixarily

Interested in the correct reccgniticn cf every word, SUS are

concerned Iith the rrear n of entire conversatIonal

segments.

Until now the only sLgnificant undertaxing has been the

ARPA SUR yrotect [Ref. 3], a five year effort with the

cbjective of cbtaining a treakthrcuph i. speech

'Inderstanding capabilizy that wo';ld then allow the

aevelcrrent of :ractlcal an-acbline comuniation systerrs.

Specifically, the cb'ectives were to develcp a STIS that

would acce.t continuous speech fror rrany cooperative

speakers of a gereral American public; a system which used

syntactic analysis, semantics, pragmatic information and

prosodics to acquire an appropriate ccrputer response.

The goals of speech recognition, in contrast, are less

ambitious. Instead of abstract concepts such as meaning cr

understanding, SRS try to solve the rcre practical problems

18
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of analyzing the acoustic waveforr and applying pattern

recogniticn techniques in order to differentiate between

utterances [Ref. 4]. Figure I illustrates a typic.l speech

recognition model.

The acoustic speech signal is first analyzed to extract

such acoustic rarareters as frequency spectrum and the

enerzy in different time segments. Next, Information

carrying features are extracted that define varioLs rhonetic

events stch as how noisy (fricative-lile) the signal Is,

positions of different vowel-like sounds and vibratior of

the speaker's vocal cords. This infcrwatlor is then used tc

divide the sreecb into tIrrte slices or segmPnts and are

iaelled with lbonetic categories. The phouetic sequence

for the input speech is ma tched to stored seqitences_ of

expected pronunciatlons for the words in the lexicon cr

dictionary, and the best ratchinp sequences are determined

to te the most likely word(s) that had ccurred in speech.

Speech recognition systemts Cai be considered as

belongir.g tc one of two categories; ccntinuors (connected)

or isolated (discrete) sjeech systerms. Continuous systems

are those which can extract infcrmaticn from strints of

words even though the worls run together as In naturel

speech. Isolated systems require a short pause tefore end

after utterances that are tc be recogrted as entities. The

minimum duration of a patse is typically between l e-2?e

msec. An isolated wcrd recognizer is also limited in the

-- -- ---- ..- ,-
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duration of the sposen utterance, usually 2-4 seconds.

Continuous speecb recognizers are just now beginning to

appear cn the market but are expensive and their

capabilities and reliability have yet to be realistically or

practically evaluated. For the rerainder of this thesis our

discussion will be confined to discrete reccgniticn systerrs.

Two other concepts of speezh recognition to be discussed

are that of speaker indeipendence and vccabriary sl7e.

Speaker dependent systems are those which require slea;ker

adaptaticn (cr 'trairing') in crder tr achieve reccgniticn.

This is in cortrast to speakei inceyendert systers which

will reccenize speech regardless of the speaker. in terms

of speech recognition equipmert and tteir associated

vocabularies, Trcst recognizers wcr k well with srral l

vocaoularies of 4L-50 words [Ref. 5: p. he].

possibility of confusion between words Increases as the

vocabulary size increases, and to sore extent the charcs of

similar sounding words increases with such larger

vocabularies.

At this Juncture it is approyriate to expand otr

definition or 'words' to enconlpass rore than just Individs.al

words. As used herein, word' is used interchangeatly with

the term 'utterance' and ray be either a singular mono- or

polysyllabic word or a coroination of rono- or polysyllable

words joined into a phrase. (le. Flace-a-Circle-on-tloscow)

21



The four processirg functions [Ref. 6] contained in a

lirited vocabulary voice recognition system, as shown in

Figure 2, consist of a transducer, yreprocesscr, feature

extractor, and a final aecision-level classifier.

1. Transducer: The micrcphone is the irterface beLween

the user and the sysTer and ccnverts the sp.oKrn phrase

Into electrical signals that are analyzed ty the otber

components of the system.

2. Preprocessor: No matter how it is represented,

spectral informatlcn must be explicitl.y or Irplicitly

contained in all Speech enccaings. The inltial

analyses produce parametric representaticrs [Pef. r

and take place in the preprocessor. This segment of

the syster transtorrs tbe sleech signal in order to

enhance certain properties and uake ther rore easily

detectable In a speech recognition syscer. The signal

is normalized in time by ayraic prograrmlng for

sutsequent comparisons witb various reference

patterns. Zata Compression removes any extraneous cr

irrelevant information. loth tire and frequency

domain aralytical techriques are performed on the

input signal. Speech analysis is achieved by either

direct analog spectrum analysis via fast fourier

transform (h'lT) In the frequency domain, or linear

predictive coding (LPC) in the time domain.
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TRANSDUCER

PREPROCESSOR

----------------------------- ---------

, I

FEATUR- EXTRACTICN
I I

I I

CLASSIFIER
(Decision Logic)

figure 2. Processing junctions of a Speech
Recognition Systeir (Fror Reference e)
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3. leature Extraction: The key processing functior in a

pattern recognition system is the feature extractor.

The more optimal the set of acoustical features

extracted and sent to the classifier, the less complex

the classifier need be to achieve a given accuracy

level. This segment of the system :roduces a set

numter of significant acoLstical features (depending

on the individual recognizer) a few of which irclrde

spectral slopes, phonetic classificaticn, and Initial

estimate of word boundary.

4. Classifier: The classification process is performed

in software using P 71nlcorputer. Wk.en e speaker

issues an u;terance, tbe encoced features and their

time o f occurrence are stored in short term rremory.

The duration of the utterance is broken into time

segments and the features reconstructed into the

norralized time base. Reference patterns, previously

input by the speaer fcr the syste. rs vocabulary of

words are compared to tte reature occurrence patterr

and a 'best-fit' or "ciosest-tratch' determined fcr a

word decision. The number of tits of Information for

the feature map of each reference pattern is

determined by mapping the number of acoustic features

onto the rumber of time segments.
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The first two processing functions are accomplished by a

hard wired preprocessor and feature extractor. This

achieves real-time processing since only the classification

function is perforred in a general-purpose rinicomruter

[Ref. 6: p. 177].

A discrete word recognizer must be "trained' for

individual talkers and/nr words. This can be done by a user

simply speakin, a set number of training sa~rplEs into the

device to prcvide a reference set of features. The system

stores in memory the reference set cf word features for each

word (utterance) the user has spoken. Once the systerr is

trained, the user tay speaik wcrds into the device djrInz

normal operation and thesE are ccmparc with tte stcrcd

patterns. The 'closest f1t' is selectea as the recoenized

word. This sequence of events Is ccmcniy partitioned intr

the training and recognition modes of operation.

There are two types of errors that can cccur in speech

recognition. The first is a rejection, or the inability cf

the recognizer to correctly classify an utterance. The

second, and in a practical sense rrore troublescme. Is

risrecogniation. This occurs when the recogrizer classifies

an utterance as something other than what was spoX~n.

Better recognizers usually have recognition algorithms

designed to reject rather than guess at questionable words.

Higher quality systems such as Threshold (Models 6ZV ard

680) have error rates that are quite acceptable [Ref. 8, 9,
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10]. Extensive experimentation has shown approximate error

rates to te between .2 and 11.4 percent [Ref. 6: pp. 179-

180]. Of course, what constitutes an acceptable error rate

is critically dependent upcn the perticular application and

data entry rate.

B. THE VALUE CF SPEECH RRCOGNITION

The Lepartuent o' Defense nas teen very active in the

past few years in their efforts to assess the merits cf

voice reccgniticn with machines. Such locaticns a-. the

Naval Postgraduate School, Wright Fttersor Air Force Pase,

Rome Air Develcpirent Center, Naval Air Development Center

and assorted ctber agencies and cortrpctors, ha~e concucted1

extensive tests in order to examire human interacticn with

machines through the use of voice Input and other

modailties. In order to comprehend the need for firther

research pertaining to voice input technclo;y, it is

essential to review the advantages and limitations that this

type of technoicey offers. Mare Irrportantly, it Is

essential to understand its potential capabilities and

applications In a military envircnment. Is speech

recognition beneficial (considering costs of $0 -

$80,000+), practical, ard usatle tc Justify the continued

expenditures of reseerch and development funds (F.i and 6.4)

and operational monies.
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i. Advantages of Speech Recognition

Proponents of computer reccgnition of speech will

continually extol the virtues and unlimited pcssibilities

the technology offers. In an abbre%iated fashion, the five

general advantages of voice Input to macbines maf be

surmarized as follows:

-- Natural coirrunication

-- Training

-- Multimodal corunication

-- last corrrunicaticn

-- Irror reduction in data inrut

Speech is cur most natural ncde cf commrnicatior.

It is a familiar, spontaneous and convenient iretbod of

expressing one's thoughts, ideas, or intentions. Untraired

users of voice recognition systerrs, regardless of whether

they can read, write, type cr keypunch, car all spea.K cr

make sounds. These characteristics of tte speech Input

modality make It applicanle for users at all Pererai skill

levels, from systems engineers to comruter operators to blve

collar workers on an assertly line.

A user c: speech recognition equipment requires

little or no training. They have only to restrict their

spoken utterances to those which the machine can reccgnize.

In the case of discrete systems, isolated words are

separated by a short pause so as to ease the location of

2'?
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word boundaries and word chcices to which the machine has

been trained to recognize. Although this appears to te

disadvantageous, it is more realistically a compromise tc

natural speech in that no adverse affects are caused the

user In terms cf operating the speech recognition equipment.

Ixperkientation [Ref. 11: G. b6] has shown that

speech, instead of interrupting corrmunicaticns necessary to

perform other tasks, can enable users to do these taskcS

sirultaneously with voice and thereby reduce or at a

minimum, not add tc the time required to perform a complex

task. The aaantage of having one's hands and eyes free to

do other tasks is perhams the pivotal poIrt ir the

determination of applicability cf speech reco~nitlon

devices. This multirroda' aspect allcws us to place the

microphone anywhere headset mounted, hard-held, on a stard'

and still communicate commands ana irformatior. Threshold

Technology even has a wireless micrcphcre [.Ref. 12] that

permits extensie mobility while talking to computers.

The fastest modality for commuricattcns by a hurrar

is speech. An inaividtal caP speak twice as fast as the

average typist can type [Ref. 5: p. 45]. This has been

clearly demonstrated by Octman and Chapanis rRef. il] whose

- experimental results showed that communication via

typewriter or handwriting could not approacb speech in terms

of speed or task efficiency. Further substantiation from

the Naval Postgraduate School (Ref. 8: p. 2] sbowed that
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voice entry was 17% faster than tyring, after only three

hovrs of training. Additionally, while speech recneniticr

accuracy is sligbtly degraded ty mental or motor loading of

the user [Ret. 13: p. 32], voice is nevertheless faster and

rore accurate than other Input modes when the user must

perform another task while simultaneously interacting with

the speech reccgrition equipment LPef. F: p. 2]

Ey now it is clear that speech reccgnition perrlts

data entry directly into the ccnputer withcut inter-iedlate

steps suc. as manual transcripticn or keypuncbing which are

subject to errcr. Again, research at the Naval Postgradtate

School has shown that lb6% rrore errors occurred in manval

cata manipuiation "typing) than ty voice [Ref. E p. 2].

Such comron entry errors as the transposition of digits,

which are u .uaily caused ty eye rroverent or other

distractions, are ,almost eilminated with the use of

automatic _ reech recognition (Ref. 14].

2. Limitations of S. eecb Recognition

If a rarticular technology was devoid of errors cr

practical limitations, we could assure universal arplication

and implementation. Althpugh the advantages of speech

recognition are seemingly well estatlished, there do exist

several prcbiems associated with the ability to speac to

machines. These limitations inclhdE:

-- User variability

-- Constrained sp 'ch

2!
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-- Isolated speech

-- Breath noise

-- User confusion

-- Environrental factors

Speazers exhibit a wide range of personal

characteristics that add a significant measure of difficulty

In the atility of a machine to recognize speech. A

speaker's sex, geographic origin, and articulation

experience are just, a few of the elemerts that result in a

user's variability. Consistency is also a key elerrent in

successful reccguition accuracy. A sleaker may tal qtte

differently in training the machine as compered to when b

or she tay use it in a practical apilcation. Additionally.

physical changes in the speaker such as ,ige, physlrel

condition, stress (physical or emotional), or fatigue, to

t name a few, can Induce variability that will ultimately

affect successful recognition accuracy.

An isclated wcrd recognition system Imposes a

restricted (constra.red) vocabulary both In terms of size

and content, upon the user. This tecorres a limitation when

we consider that mqst people are acctstomed to speaiRn gIn

- natural, fluent prose. Because of the limited vocabulary,

users must be careful of the types of wrrds Included for

recognition. The sirilarity of sound structures between

words (le. Nine vs. Time) adds a -reasure of ccnfusicn that

can subsequently affect overall performance. resign or
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a vocabulary fcr a particular application is an important

and controllatle factor in determining the acceptability of

voice input for a given task.

Pecause isolated wcrd recognizers depend

significantly upor the aetection of a milium pause between

words, word boundary detection beccres ;erbaps the single

most critical limitation. The usual methcd is to measure

changes in energy levels [Ref. E]. An isolated wora Is

detected at a pclnt where the enerzy in the acoustic signal

rises above a certain threshold. At thE end of the word,

the energy dro-s, and the resultant silence indicates that

the utterance is over. But, energy fluctuations are not

enough to detect all word boundaries, and thus advanced

aetection techniques will have to involve detection enj

inclusion o stop consonants within words, while eliminating

pauses due %r 'llp-smacks" cr treath noise.

In a lilitEd vocabulary, isolated word recognition

system, breath ncise can be a serious problem [Ref. 6: T).

174]. An lnaiviaual who is involved ir little or no

physical movement while enaged with a voice reccgnitic,

system can achieve very hieh reccerltion accuracy. This

accuracy can soon deteriorate once the user begins to move

around. Inhaling will not cause any adverse affects when

using a close-talking, noise-cancelling mIcropbone, but

exhaling will produce signal levels comparable tc speech

levels. As 1hysical activity increases so does one's
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breathing pattern and as a result increased exhalaztin o,1ll

lead to the above mentioned deterioration in recognition

accuracy.

While voice irput prcvldes rrultimodal

cowmunications, this particular advantage has an Inherent

limitation in that the user can becore confused as to %,hat

mode to u se. As a result, Input modalities can becme

confused, and Interfere witb each other so that tie total

rate of Information transfer may nct be as high as the sum

of the rates pcssible with each separate rrodality.

Finally, the environent in which the seech

recognition ievice is placed way hee en iradvertent affect

on recognition accuracy. For exarrrle, peecb reegnitioa In

an aircraft cockpit tay bE degradEd Vie to enginF nctse or

conflicting voice erranating via aircraft radio

communicat ions. Or, consider the olaceent., of _.ch

technology in a crowned Military Command Center where !ts

reliability can be affected by background noce from other

rerrbers locatea in the nearby work slace.

C. APPLICABILITY OF COMPUTeR ICCGNITION OF SPFeCH

1. Commercial Applications

The first voice input systers to be used by Industry

were Installed in late 1972 and early 1V73 (Ref 15). These

early applications included:

-- qrality control and inspection
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-- automated raterial bandling

-- direct voice input to corluters

Their successful Implementation was due In large part to

recognition accuracies that were greeter than or equal to

the manual keying accuracies cltained from the sa'e

personnel.

In Post quality control and in5ection processes the

inspector's hands and/cr eyes are rccvpled In the Inspecticn

task. Through the use of a voice recognition syster It is

possible to corbine the inspector's nocrmal wcrk req1iirements

with the sirultaneous entry of all data mea-ured and

observed. Owens-Itllinois Coryoration Installed voice data

entry equipment in early 1173 for the inspe,:tlcn of cclor

television faceplates. Here was an apTlilzation where the

inspector "bad to manipulate, orient, ani measure parameters

using gauges and eters". The requirement to sInultaneously

record the measurement data also existed. In this exarple

the operator was atle to achieve bot. zasks at once [Ref. 6:

pp. 182-1831.

Voice entry has been utilizel in recent years to

control the roverrenat of materials such as parcels,

. containers, baggage etc. through listributicn and sorting

centers. A voice controlled rackage routing system

Installed by SS Kresge In Ncvember 1974 allowed just one

operator to, bandle each item, read the label, and speak the

destination code fcr each carton Into his/her microphone.

3%.
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Formerly this had been an operation that reqbired two

persons and still resulted in the 'bunching' up of dirferent

size packages. F'clowing the installation cf voice

actiiated sorting equipment, the tuncbing probler was

eliminated, productivity increased, and sorting errors

reduced [Ref. e: ]p. 16t]

2. rilizary Arplicatiocs

These applications mpy be placed in the general

categories of, equipment and Irocess control, field data

entry, data management, and cooperative man- machine tasks.

A more definitive classification was proposed by Beek et.

al. in 1177 [Ref. 16] tc include Vhe general ereas of

Security, Cotrfand and Control, Data Transrission and

Cormunication and Processing Distortea Speech. Tenle I

provides a recapitulation of trilitary tasks that could be

considered for speech recognition techr.clcgy.

Of particular interest is the ,ise of sneech

recognition fcr Command and Control applications, The term

C3, Command, Control, and Communications, refers to an

overall system comprised as a minilrru of these key elements.

a. Command Autbcrizy: The comnander lrovides tte central

- authority, unity of purpose, and the overall concept

as to how opertions will be condtcted to accomplisb

mission objectives.
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TABLE I

MILITARY APPLICATIONS IOR SPEECH RECOGNITION
(From Reference 1W)

I. SECURITY

A. Speaker Verification (authentication)
B. Speaker Identification (recognitior)
C. Determination of emotional effects (le. stress)
D. Recegnition of spoken codes
I. Secure access voice laentifiation
F. Surveillance 0f comrunication channels

II. COMMAND AND CONTROL

A. System control (ships, aircraft, situation
liisplays, etc.)

B. Voice operated computer inlut/output
C. Data handling ard record control
E. Material hanollng (rall, taggage, pub]licatiors)
E. Remote control (hazardous materlals)
1. Administrative record ccntrol

Ill. DATA TRANSMISSION AND COMMUNICATION

A. Speech synthesis
B. Vocoder systems
C. Bandwidth reduQticn
r. Cipbering/coding/scrubl ing

IV. PROCISSING DISTORTED SPEECH

A. Diver speech
B. Astronaut communicatlon
C. Underwater telephone
D. Oxygen mask speech
1. High 'G' force speech

----------------------------------------------------------
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D. Organization: This element provides the pathways

through which the plans, priorities, and directives of

the commander are provided to the force and throtgh

which information pertaining to the forces can be

provided the central authority. These pathways are

found at each echelon in the fcrrr cO ccmmatd pcsts,

operations centers, or comrand centers.

C. Conmunicaticns: This provides the 'reaps for

transtritting plans, priorities, and orders to elemerts

of the force and the treans by which the forces ray

inform the Commander cf their activities and needs.

.j d. Information: A sey element that facilitates control

by confrontIng the Commander with only that

information required to support the decision-making

prccess. Information supports both the staff

planning and commana decislon-raking process at all

levels.

The coirtrand centers that will provide the requisite

organizational framework, erfora several vital functions

for the Commarder. First, is the capability tc communicate

securely, and preferably ty voice over a wide choice of

circuits. Secondly, each command center has the task cf

integrating Inforration which comes from Its sup-orting

elements. A third capability ;rcvided by these centers is

the processing and display of information. The fourth

function, associated with number three, is the quick and
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accurate dissemination of information, reports, and

directives for the Commander.

We are particularly interested in the function cf

information processing and aissevinatior as it provIdes e

suitable application for computer recognition of speecb.

Command center automation, resultirg in more efficient

cormunications, will lead to increased ;ronuctivity. In Its

broadest sense, communication is tbe management of

information, and information, not parer, is the chief

product of the command center. Cur C3 systers that &re

designe- and fielded for these centers, and syeech

reccgnition as -a component of such, can orrvide cur

Commanders the capability to *observe"-, "decide", "act", and

react with speed, decisiveness and accuracy.

Navy feasibility studies sponsored by Naval

Electronics Command and condtcted by Dr G.K. Pcock of the

Naval Postgraduate School, examined the potential for voice

data entry rcr Command, Contiol, and Coimunicatlcns. Two

voice recognition systems were installed in 1198 at Tleet

Headquarters, Commander-in-Chief Pacific (CTICPF CLT) in

Hawaii to examine the benefits and limitations of voize

input for cperatlon of the Worldwide Military Command and

Control Tire-Sbaring System (WWMCCS TSS) and the Ocean

Surveillance Intelligence System (CSIS) [Ref. 17: p. 34].
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Poock has also deironstrated that using voice Inrt

to exercise a typical scenario on the ARPANT, an

experirental network since 1969 erlloying packet switching

technology and connecting over I50 host computers, was

significantly faster and more accurate than entering the

cowmands manually [Ref 61. Twenty-four subjects filiowed a

fixed scenario of instructions wtere they accessed the

ARPANET, logged Into different host ccrputers, read

messages, sent messages, read files, transferred files

between host coirputers, deleted files and interconnected

host computers. Simulated command centers cperat-ir on this

networic include the Naval Posteraduate Scbol (.'onterey,

California), Naval Ocean Systems Center (Sar Dieg!,

California) and CINCPACFLT (Hawail).

Automatic speech recognitior has alsr teen t'eund to

have considerable potential for irragery interprezation and

intelligence reyort generation ["ef. 17: 4. 49]. A

significant arount of research has been perforrea for the

Defense Ma.pIng Agency (DMA) ror such a-plications as voice

data entry for the processi:Ln of rigital landrass System

(DLMS) data, pre1aration or Flight Inforration Putlication

(FLIP) data and ocean-deplb reasureirents for digitizel

cartogralbic applications. In all these a;plications the

environment is such that the operator's bands are busy and

frequently involve tbe use of stereo optics and other

special devices. Voice has been shcwn experimentally to be

Z8
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faster, easier, and a less fatiquing rode of data entry than

historically wore conventional means [.Ref. 17: p. %7]. More

recently, the feasibility and advantages of voice input

technology were described for use in the COINS Network

Control Center (CNCC). The Community On Line Intellizerce

System interconnects on-line lforration storage and

retrieval systems located at a numter nf locations within

the United States intelligence comrru nity [ef. 18].

.1
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III. HUMAN FACTORS IN SPEECH RECCGNITION

A. DEFINITION AND PURPOSI

Human factcrs is concerned with Improving the

prodUctivity of the user by taking into account human

characteristics in the design of a system. As descriLed by

Huchingson [Ref. 19: p. 4],

The term "human factcrs" is more ccmprehensive, covering
all biomedical and psycbosocial considerattons applying
to man in the system. It includes not only human
engineering, but also life support, personnel selectico
and traini g, training equipment, Job performance aids,
and perforrance Reasurement and evaluation.

The people referred tc In this definition are those who

typically operate, maintain or service the syster. They are

those whc will Irteracs with the system's design. When the

focus is on a broader .nterpretation it's alpropriate to

speak of a Human Factors Subsystem or Persorrel Subsystem as

was described earlier.

human factcrs engineering deals principally with the

many factors involved in the design of a new system - from

hardware to personnel. For otr efforts In this analysis,

the current technology has been determined to be acceptable

and, experimentally as well as operationally rellatle for

its use In a Ccmmand and Control envircnrert. Now, user

variability is to be investigated rfurther in terms of how it

affects reccgnition accuracy.
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Since energy in a speech signal is usually displayej in

terms of frequency, intensity and tire, it would seem

plausible that each word should have a unique acoustic wave

pattern and, if so, word recognitios would be a sliple

matter of the voice recogniticn system scanning the pattern,

comparing the slmple pattern with a data bank of reference

word patterns, and deciding uhich word was spoicen.

Unfortunately, hurran variability messes up this uniquely

simplistic approach. Our purpose then is to discuss the

human as a component in a complex system lesigned by huma s

and to note the fundamental advantages and liritations of

the human in relation to an autoratee voice recognition

system.

B. FACTORS AFFECTING RECOGNITION ACCURACY

1. General

Limitation of vocabularies to 10e words have

resulted In Identification eccuracies of between 9e% - 99%

in a controlled laboratory environment. In an operational

or field setting recognition accvracies have been reported

as low as 50% [Ref. 20: p. E6]. Various factors noted for

Interfering with successfurl identificaticn have included

bacKground noise, inconsistent microphone placement,

Insufficient training, inconsistent speaking style, and the

lack of user cooperation. Lea in a paper titled "What

Causes Speech Recognizers to Make mistakes?" (Ref. 21] calls
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for the determination of those factors that influence

recognition accuracy rather than the repeated assessment of

transitory devices. Table 4. summarizes the four "dimensiors

of difficulty' Dr Lea has proposed. What nfeis to te

accomplished Is the characterization cf the relative effects

of changes along each of these four dimensions, or more

simply stated, find the factors Influencing the accuracy of

machines that recognizE speech.

Because there are so many variables Involved that

affect recognition accuracy, the list in Tatle 2 may be

reorganized in a "comiruncation-theoretic" franewcrk. This

framework models the speech recogniticn error rate as a

function of seven complex sets of factors rFef. f: pp. 69-

93] that include:

-- Task Factors

-- Human Factors

-- Language Factors

-- Channel and Environwrental Factors

-- Algorithmic kactcrs

-- Performance Factors

-- Besronse Factors

It is the set of Human Factors that this experiment

and analysis is principally concerned ,ith, for it is this

stage of the moael that has a major impact on speaker
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TAPLI II
DIMENSIONS OF DIFFICULT! FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION

(Yrom Reference 5)

------------------------- -----------------------------------------
] 1. lorm of sreech to be recoRnized

TASK AND ] 2. Accuracy requirewents
PERFORMANCE ] 3. Required thrcughput rates
REQUIRIMENTS ] 4. Type of device necessary

]
1. Sex

] 2. Dialect
J 3. Vocal tract size

4. Vocal cord characteristics
5. Pronunciation habits of spealer

HUMAN ] 6. Pbysical state
VARIABILITY 1 7. PsychoLogical state

] 8. Workload
] 9. Cooperativeness
J 10. Tirre Of day/week
J 11. Time since trainingI .] 12. Nurber of training sainples/worl
J 13. Rate of talking]

" = 1. Size or active subvocatulary
]2. W~ord length

J 3. Word sound structure
] 4. Confusatility

LANGUAGI ] 5. Lang-'age stoxen
DIFFICULTIES ] 6. Syntactic, seirantic, and

]I pragatic constraints
] 7. ]nhanceaoility
] 8. Stress Pattern

9 9. Intonational variability
] 10. Rhythr. and tf ing variability

] 1. Noise Level
. 2. Type(s) of noise

3 3. Bandwidth
J 4:. Spectral distortions

ACOUSTIC j 5. Transducer characteristics
DITICULTIES 6 6. Placevent of the transducer

7. Anplitude
8. Vioraticn

] 9. Acceleration
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variability. This set of human factors can be further

Subdivided [Ref. 21: p. 2] in order to monitor their

Influence on reccgnition error rates. A few of these are

listed below:

-- Speaker Experience

-- Training Method

-- Sex of the Speaker

-- Physical Dimensions of the Speaker

-- Geographic Origin of tbe Speaker

-- Speaker Dialect

-- Physical StatE of the Sleaxer

,I -- Psychological State of the Speaker

-- Speaker Coopera;iveness

-- Time of Day or Week

Because different speakers may deronstrate widely

varying methods of pronouncing words or :brases, the above

listed factors iray be further selaratee Into two categories;

those occurring between speakers and tbcse affecting each

individual speaker. First, some of the differences between

speakers that induce variability will be briefly eyamired

and then the variabilities apparent within each speaker that

- can affect reccgmiLlon accuracy will te discussed.

2. lifferences Petween Speakers

Speaker Experience: This factor cen take on a tw'-

fold meaning when looking at It as a source of variatillity.
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First is the experience of using voice recognition

equipment. Experienced voice reccgnltior users should be

expected to have a higher and more reliable recognition

accuracy than those who are 'naive' to the technology.

These experienced users are comfcrtable using the equilment,

less likely to be lntIrnoated by the system, and ere

familiar with Its performance capailitlies fror previous

usage. The other meaning of speeKer experierce has tc do

with job skill. Can a user who operates in a microphone

environment on a daily or rcgular basis, such as An Air

Traffic Controller or a Pilot, te expected to have better

recognition rates than those whc have never spoken intoe a

micropnone? A data procEssor who works regularly in en

environment demanding precise data entrj bj keyboard Tight

have the type of experience or skill factor that would

provide an edge over a pros-.ective user possessing only

basic typing skills. This type of exnerience overlaps

slightly with speaker cooperativeness and will be elaborated

upon later.

?etbod of Training: The ideal form of voice

interaction would be for a user to pick up the microybone,

spear commaLds the machine can understand, and for the

-" appropriate response to take place. Naturally, this Is the

goal of speaker independent systems, but since burans all

speak differently and our form of speech recognizer is

discrete, ye are mandated to provide the machine some
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information atout how we speak each word Intended for our

desired vocabulary (le. Training). The method by which the

machine is tralred ty the user will in large part dictate

subsequent recognition accuracy. If the user is closely

supervised and made to carefully speak the particular

vocabulary then we Stould be ablE to expect biEher

recognition rates as opposea to the user who Is given

cursory Instructions on the use e- the equipment ard allowed

to go on independent of further supervision during the

training vode. An adjunct of training aethod is the nvmber

of training "samles" or pronunclatcr pttern. It is

difficult to achieve accurate speech recognition when the

nuirber of training passes per word Is srall or smaller than

manufacturer s;pecifications [Ref. 22]. Using itientical

equipment, it would still be reascrable to anticipate some

speakers, hawing had a lesser amount of training samples ter

word, baving more success than others who ba7e bad rcre

samples per word.

Sex: Vale voices have lower frequencies than

frrales and a more detailed s.ectral structure results from

the lower pitch of their voices. This detailed striicture is

Yore indicative of the vocal mecbanisr and of the interded

vowels and consonants spoken. Male voices tend to fare

better with recognizers, erploying frequency domain analysis

while female voices tend to have greater success with

machines using time domaIn analysis [Ref. 5]. A re.cent
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comparison was conducted (Ref. 22] which revealed no

statistically significant difference between the sexes.

Although not a 1rivary objective of the thesis, it remairs a

source of variability that merits sofre measure o. analysis.

Speaker Dialect: Dialects not only arfect the

specific sound proauced for each vowel or consonant type,

but also exhibit different dynamics of speech prodLction.

For exairple, Southerners bave their readily identifiaole

drawl, whereas a New Yorker will Terd to say "Toid" rather

than "Third" and residents of Car ridge, Vassachusetzs can

be beard to talk about "Habvahb" Instead of "Harvard".

Physical rlmenslons: Throughout the literatrre on

speech recognition one will see speaker variatility

attrituted to a variety of" factors, none cf which inclide

I the physical ditrensions of t±e sleakfr. An exa 'ination of

the recognition accuracy for a selected sarple populatior

based on ;hysical dimensions woild ;rovide an interesting

insight Into the rairifications of such a factor as a

component within a perscnnel seiecticn subsystem. In other

words, what effect, if any will hei tb and weight ba7e on

recogniticn accuracy?

GEographic Origin: This particular factor is

multidimensional consisting of several sub-factcrs which

require careful exanination:

-- Place of birth

-- Geographic area of upbringing

47
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-- Ethnic background

-- Religious preference

The above may irnose ideosyncratic or social differences in

habits which can produce variations in sound and

subsequently in pronunciation. These sub-4actors all

contribute a reasure of variety that can presumably affect

recognition accuracy.

3. Differences Within Speakers

Physical State: The present physical state of a

user of voice recognition equiprent can precipitate

variability in his or her voice. ior exarple, a c'old, scre

form of pathological condition, fatigue etc. can alter the

speaker's voice. The Individual's vcice quality couid te

different based on physical conditiOnln . is Ihe usEr who

works cut regularly and stays In excellent physical

condition fore likely to show higher recognition rates than

one who rarely exercises, strokes regularly and generally is

not in the best cf health?

Psychological State: Sp'elterger [Ref. 23: .. 291

defines transitory or state anxiety as a complex, unique

emotional condition that can vary in intensity and fllctuate

over time. State anxiety may be thought of as consisting cf

unpleasant, consciously perceived feelings of tension and

apprehension with an accorlanying activation or arousal of

the autonomic nervcus system. The concept cf trait anxiety

refers to the relatively Stable irdividual differences in
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anxiety proneness. It may also be a reflection on the

frequency and Intensity with which state anxiety has been

previously nranifested and tte probability that Sueb anx..ety

will occur in the future [Ref. 23: p. 39]. The fact 'hat

physiological functioning is affected during periods of

anxiety is easily apparent. The degree to whicb sleakers

deal with a state or trait anxiety ray well te a signifi,:ant

variable of ccnsideretion in the exerinatlon of error r3tes

of voice recognition systems.

Speaker Cooperative.'ess: khcv enthusiastic an-/or

willing a speaker is toward the use of voice recognition

equipment could induce spearer variability and .bence

subsequent reccgnitior acctrecy. In a rilitary environ-rent

where many job positions are cf a non-voluntary variety, it

is conceivable to expect the selection of voice recognition

users who are told to ojerate the equiprent reeartiless cf

their personal preferences. If the user distrusts the

technology or prefers ranual entry, and, is still required

to use voice, we have developed a non-ccoperative user. A

non-coorerative user is therefore, cne who is consciously

trying to undermine the successful operation cf the machine.

The cooperative user is one who is willing to help the

rachine by saying precisely what the machine wants and

pronouncing it in a clear and consistent manner. There is a

certain grey area surrounding this factor witb the presence

of users who, although not consciously trying to confuse the
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device, are not fully committed to "helping the rracbine" to

recognize the correct utterarces.

Time of Day/Weeir: lach ;erscn's speech Is veriable

depending upon time of day, changirg from morning to evening

and even changing progressively over a period of time [Ref.

5]. An examination of recognitiorn performance over extended

periods of tire [Ref. 24: 1. J showed a statistically

stable ;erforffance over tire (21 weeks) with no serio.s

degradation occtrring as time elapsed. Nevertheless a user

who has a ga; in time between training and orerational use

may forget any special ways he/she trained the machine. ow

ruch of a gap is tolerable is a sutJecz for future research.

4. Miscelianecus Factors

Some additional burran factors that have been

proposed [Ref. 5] deserve a brief descripticn. They have

been relegated to a separate section because, for one reason

or another, lack of equipment, current technical skills,

lack of treasurable quantitative data etc. experimental

examination at the present time has beer. precluded. These

factors include:

-- Form of speech

-- Speaker dependence

-- Rate of speech

-- Vocal tract size

-- Speaker's glottal spectrum

5 (
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!orm of speech refers to the type of voice

recognition system to be used, isolated or cortinuous.

Continuous systems, being a quantum step above Isolated in

terms of complexity, bring about a greater opportunity fcr

speaker variability tc manifest itself. Such things as

detection of word boundaries, slurring of speech (le. "dija"

vs "diic you"), and prosodic characteristics could seriously

affect recognition accuracy because of these types of

complications which a continuous speech recognition system

introduces.

A syeaker Independent syster negates the requirement

for training and thus variability betweer speakers becomes a* .4
* more critical factor for independent systems to contend

tltb. Independent recognizer ;erformance %ill tave to be

tailored to acccmmcda-e an unlimitea numDe r of pctentlal

speakers and their associatea variability.

The faster a nerson speaxs the more likely that the

exrected -ronunciation will be altered due to slurring,

deleted syllaoles, etc.. If a machine is traired tc one

form of rronunct.tion ano at one particular rate or speecn,

2 lffering rate in an application mode, will cause en

increase In recognition difficulty. With an isolated word

- reccgnizer tc te used in the experlmertation, requiring a

minimum of 100 rsec pause between utterances, and utterances

not exceeding 2.0 seconds In duration, this particular

factor was not considered essential to the overall analysts.

-~r-----zui I ~ 51
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It is rather, an iffportant factor in ters of continuous

recognition systerrs.

The size of the vocal tract viii produce changes in

the forrants of the speech signal; the salier the vocal

tract the higher the fermants. This can have 2n impact cn,

for exavple, transirission through lhinted bandwidth

channels. Vccal ccrd chararteristics also prcdice

interspeaser variability such as pitch or "resonant" quality

of the voice. Speakers with trore resonant voices that

project well, will be Easier for recognizers to banile [Ref.

5: p. 78].
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIVET

A. OBJICTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS

1. Objectives

As noted earlier, our overall objective was to

examine the human as a component in a corplex system. In

narrower terms, this experirrentation attempts to assess the

affect of differing occupational, cperaticnal, perscnal,

physiological, and psyctological characteristics of a user,

on the accuracy with which a currently avallarte voice

recognition system will correctly inter-ret spoke!r

utterances. Subsequently, our discussion will address the

occurrence, if any, of existing quattitatiye parameters that

would enable us to differentiate betwEen effective and nor-

effective users of voice recognition systers.

The following specific ctaracteristl1cs are exarried

in thbis thesis. rVany of tbe individual characteristics, or

human factors, are self-explanatory while others are

provided witl a brief explanation and/or rationale for

selection.

a. Occulational Characteristics

This set of parameters examines the possible

effect on recognition accuracy due to differences inherent

In a user's oczupational skill or jot (military or civilian)

background. Specific characteristics include:



-- Job function: Corparison of recognition rates

between microphone experienced users (ie. plicts,

air traffic controllers) and non-experienced users.

-- Branch of service: A factor with possicle

consequences pertaining to its use in personnel

selection criteria.

-- Job satisfaction: A subjective evaluation by the

user as to his/her job satisfaction in their current

duty assignment and their satisfactior within The

Armred Services.

Previcus computer experience: Computer eyperienred

personnel (le. Lata Processors) are expected -o

have a better appreciation for the advartaes ,f

voice input and thus, be were conscious of the~r

efforts ant positively rrctiVated for higber

recngnition accuracy.

Foreign language competency: Frequently rrilitory

and civilian members asscclated with rCD are

required to possess the caratilty to fluentlly s1FaIc

a foreign language. This ability is anotter factor

that could affect one's speech.

. b. Operational Characteristics

This set of parameters examines the possible

effect on recognition accuracy due to factors surrounding

tze operational use of vcice recognition equiprrent.

Specific characteristics irclude:
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-- Training etbod: Analysis of recognition rates for

those users who are supervised during the tralcin

mode ccrpared to those who are allowed to train the

equiprent Individually.

-- Time of day and week{: A deterrinaticn of whether

the time framre in which a sreaker trains the

recognizer will have ary Subsequent affect cn

recognition accuracy.

-- !quiprent experience: Corrariscn cf recognition

rates between experienced users of voice recognition

equiprent and those who have never used the

equipment before 'naive' users).

-- Ease of use: The operational sirr;Acity of tlte

equipmept could a'fect a speaker's performance. ForI exaeple, a sIealer who considers the racognizer es a

complex and operationally -4ifficult device will te

less lik.ely to devote his cr her :!axir-um ef'fort to

their performance.

c. Personal Claractariszl s

The following are various characteristics

considered to have a possible ef'fect on an individual's

speech patterns, and hence, affect the recognition accuracy

or a voice system. These parameters Include:

-- Race

-- arital status and faully size: A correlate of

L



psychclcglcal state and, althcugh equally likely tc

be included as a psychological characteristic, It is

considered here as a criterion for personnel

selection. larily size refers to the number of

offspring the user has as oppcsed to the size fayrily

in which ore was raised.

-- Religious preference/Ethnic Ockground

-- Accent or dialect

-- Place of birth/geograplic origin

-- Level of education

-- Socicecorcmic class: similar in nature to the

characteristic of marital status but Is considered

fcr its merit in selection c" personnel than for Its

affect on inadiual speech ;atterns.

-- rental or crthoaontal care: Braces, corrections for

Improper rite, or major oral surgery, are consiaerea

for their lmplication on the speech patterns o

those individuals and the resultant error rate.

d. Physlotcglcai Characteristics

These characteristics are also consimerel to

have an affect on speech an as a result are factors of

interest when examining reccgniticn accuracy and speal'er

variability. These parameters incluae:

-- Beignbt



-- Physical ccndition: A sutjective evaluatlcr ty thle

user of bis/her current jflysical ccndition.

R- ate of airtlou: r easurerent of ventilatory

fuircticn to 1jrovia a diagnosis Of conditon

attecting voice. This ireasiurepent, can also ce used

as an IrtcicatIcr ct pcssicie airway ctstruction.

-- Vital capacity; 'The rraiiir.urr airount of voitmne of air

whiicL can De exhaled :clowing :raxi-vtm inhaiaticn.

This ireasure provir-es an estirrate of the arrovn t or

air pctensially avallacle fcr the prcducticn cf

jflonation.

-- ;eect trainiig: Examines khether formal speech or

vc~lce training; affects reccgnition accuracy.

e. .sycboiLogical Characteristics

The current psyctclcgical. state of a user, thEir

:aclerativeness, and their jerscral attitudes toward

autcmation and vcIce all contribute toward the overall

eifect on reccgrition accuracy. The parlicular arairetErs

investigated incluce:

-- sycflcicgicai anxiety

- -- Sreaker cooJperazi~eness

Affect of errors on suosequent performance

-- Attitu~des toward voice receition equipireat as a

tirre savirg job aid



" 1

Attitudes towards computers and data automaticn.

In effect, iters 4-6, 2re related to speater cooperativenEss

in that how a user feels about coirjuters and voice

recognition could impact on their willingness to reliebly

surport the use of voice recognition equiprent.

2. Constraints

Accomr.ishrent o± test objectives were constrained

hithin the research facilities o: the Naval Pcstgraduate

School. In the interest or tire, experirentation was

li,rited to five weEis.

Because Voice production is en Extremely complex

, eveLL in whicn auditory, acoustic, ard aerodynamic events

are Drcduced oy the interaction cf physicloiglcal mechanisms,

it wcula re beneficial if we cculd reasure as many vocalI
rarameters as ;ossible im order tc achieve a complete and

j accurate piuture of volce production, its associeted

vatiabiiitj arc~g streakers, ana its ccrrelate to voice

reccgniticn accuracy. Lack cf equiypoent, time, and/cr

ex;ertise Irecluaed exar-indtion of such factors as:

-- Giottal waveform

-- Irar.sfer function of the vocal tract

- -- Sound-pressure level

-- Maximur duration of sustained phonation

-- Maxinum, frequency levels

Mcdal freqiuency level

. .. . ... _ _
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B. SUBJICTS

Forty-tour subjects ;articlIatea in the experirent on a

volunteer basis. The group was compcsed of 2't rilitary

officers, 17 rilitary enlisted, and 2 ciillians. The

mtlitary cfficers representing the Army, Air lorce and Navy

consisted of k! Pales and 4 females while tne enlisted

perscnrel representing the Army ard Navy ccnsisted of 11

aa.'es an E fe, aies. The civilians iaclulea a professor frer

the NPS Cceancgraphy Department and an employee of the

:efense ranpower Data Center (LVZ) in Ponterey. The rank

cr graae of the military subjects ranged rrcrr 0-2 te C-4 for

tte co.milss cLec. officers, LWZ to CWZ for thbe Warrant

Cfficers, and E3 tc E7 for the enlisted personnel. The

suzjects ales rangea from k to 47, witn an average age or

It was aEsirea that tte speasers selecteo. for the test

oe representative of tne porulaion for which the recognizer

is to ce used, in cur case a Command and Contrnl environment

and in rarticular, a iriit ary corrana center. Subjects

taxing part In the experiment were representative cf this

environfEnt as shown by the graae aistribution ann types of

- rrill;ary ccculatIoLal specialties, although some of these

specialties are not readily apparent in current job

description (IE. c a1 cal NCO').

Twenty-five ct the subjects were from Fort Ord and

itcludel a variety of nacktrounas such as pilots, air

5 _



traffic controllers, signal officers, signaL non-

commissicned officers (NCO's), and Infantry platoon

sergeants. Five of the subjects were data processors; 2

f'rom the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center in Monterey

and 3 fror arinistrative offices of te Naval School.

Twelve subjects %ere students at NPS and enrolled in the

Ccrriand, Contrcl, ard Cofrunicatiors (C35) curricula. A wide

diversity in their tackgrounds is illustrated by previous

jot categories such as aviation, corr unications, systems

;rograoming, .ourunicatIons maitenance, cormand and staff,

ana nuclear eneireerirg.

Twelve c±' the subjects bha exjerieace using voice

reccgnitior equirment, having participated in previous voice

EX;erimentation [Ref. Y]. A su~rary of subject

4-ha.-ac erlstics is Irovided in Tdtle III.I
c. iC;UII -FNT

I. Voice Recognition SysteF

A Threshold Technology Inc., M.odel T-COO voice

recognition systep was used to rerresent a coirercially

available, state-of-r.e art recognizer; one which has been

well docum.ented as to Its reliable recognition accuracy.[ Tte TU-i is a speaker dependent, isolated word, speecn

recognition device wnich autoiratically recognizes spoken

words ana phrases. These words and ;hrases (utterances) tray

te as orief as Z.i second out wIll usually range from 0.25
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TABLE III

SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS

---- ------ -

SEX SERVICE LOCATICN VOICE
-- - - - - -- - ---- - I

rele: !4 Arry: 27 it Ord: 25 Experienced
Users: 12

liiemale: 10 Navy: C IPS: 16
Naive

Air zNLC: 2 Users: Z2
Yorce: 7

-" 'DC: 1 ,

------------------------------------------- -----------

RAN& CCCUFATIONAL BACKGROUNDS

, 0-4: E Fiiots: 2 Air Traffic Controllers: 5

C-3: p Data Processors: 5 Sup;lj Crficer: 2

O-Z: E MEaical Cffic.r: 1 reaicel VCO: 1

ci: 2 Sinal Officer: 5 Signal fiCO: 3

C'12: 3 Finance Office-: I Engineer NCC: 1

t-7: t OpErations Officer: 1 Professor: 1

i-e: 4 Computer Systems ranager: 1

i-n: 7 GrdduaLe Si deLts: 12 (wnlcn include)

i-3: 1 Pilots; Z
Communications Cz'icer: 2

CIV: 2 Ccmmunications t aitenance Officer: 2
Systems Prograti'er: I
WWMCCS Progravper: 1

-" ' Submarine Nuclear Engineer: 1
Infantry Unit Corriander: 1
AUTUDIN Superviscr: 1

------------------------ --------



to i.0 seconds and must be separated ty very short pauses of

.1 second or ffore. The terminal allows a user to oegin an

utterance before it has completed processing the previous

one, tut in this experimentation rate of speech was

controllea ty use of the RIADY indAcator light located on

the tape cartridge unit. This lignt indicates wnen the

terminal is ready to accept the next utterance in both the

training ant recognition rodes IRef. 25J.

Tne Threshoia 600 in its stcudara ccnfiguratlon is

corlosed of the following four elerents:

-- Terminal ccnsisting of:

- analog speech preprocessor

- Ci-1l microcomputer

- a5.igel RS-232 input/ouput interface

[ -- Stan.ara CRT/Xeyboara Display Terrinal

ReRotE Vcice Input Unit (Microphone prearrplifier)

-- Tape Cartridge Unit

The terminal, CRI display, microphone preampLifier, ana tape

cartriage uait were table oounted (Figure 3) within an

Fccustic soLra reduction booth (igure 4). A conventicnal

SBURE rroael SV-10 "booir" rrcrophone, supplied as standarm

equipment with the T-600 was used. The microphone possesses

a special ncise cancelling design *hicb allows the T-COO to

perform accurately despite most extraneous background noises

jigure t).

. .
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figure 4. Accustic Sound Reduction Chamber
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The s;eecb preprocesso2 accelts the speech signal

input frcm the microphcne preanpliffler and passes it tkrctgh

a spectral analyzer for wod toundery detection. The

feature extractor rronitcrs for 22 phoreticaly-relevant

features, and converts these to aigital signals. Words are

detected frcrn cccur'rences of iow energy. A minlmm pause ef

0.1 second rust occur so prevent confuslon tetween words.

Any treathing ncise at the eno of' ;, he word Is remcved. The

remaining sleech is aivided into 16 fixed time segments, ard

features are reccnstructed cntc sthe normalized 16 segment

tire base.

The rricrcccrpLter dces a corparlscn of input signals

ageir.st 5torEa reference patterns. Eact wore is represented

ry 51k (16 X 32) r lts o f infcrraticn. The cicsest fit

tetween an incorring tErrlatE ana the alternative storea

training terlate is found, anr vnaT 'closest' ora is

declared the wcrn identity, rnless the sccre Is so lew tZiet

no decision can be 7aae and the utterance is rejected

cutrignt. The vccatulary reference patterns are

estefiisnea oy ;ne sunject "trainIr' the recognizer. This

is eccoU 11saed tf the 5.CUect rakine a set aurber of

ej;etitionS of the various voceculary utterances.

.- Once a ratnh is found, the a;yroprlate cnaracter(s)

are sent via the cutput interface to the CRT to indicate to

the user which utterance was reccgnized. These termrinal

matches are further categorized as misreccgniticns, where

66
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T1
the terminal's 'closest' match to thne reference vocaoulery

was not Irecisely tbe saire utterance spoken, or

reccgniticns, in which the utterance spoken is exactly

recognized and so retlected in the CRT output. Rejection of

an utterance is a taird category and is Indicated by an

auaible 'bee'.

The remote veice input unit allows components to te

rerotely located ui; to 2000 feet from the terminal processor

and Iroviaes tne reans to adjust the volume (aplificatIon)

cf the ar;LI:lEr to accommodate the normal speaking voice of

each larticuiar subject.

The tape cartridge unit is a digital tape recorder

usE to store and recall application aata and an individual

sutject's vocatulary referenue latterns. Once the data

cartrilge is recoraei it contains all the information

necessary to initLidlize the 1hreshoia 60e terminal for each

Subject. The T-CJ0 is capable of storing a 2t6 wcrd

vocatuiary which ray be recorded or loaded in a few minutes

using the tape unit.

2. Siroueter

A recording spirorveter, figure 6, a type cf

gasometer, was used for measuring and recording vital

-capacity. It consists of a metal tank containing a movable

piston wita a water seal, air input line, exhaust valve for

resetting, ink stylus, and revolving cylinder for mounting

chart paper calitrated in cuoic centimeters.
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As the subject breathes into the.routhplece, Yig':re

7, air replaces water In the ianer piston, wbicb rises ty an

amoLrt proportional to the exhaled air. The subject, once

:itted with the routhpiece, is given Instructions to innale

to the greatest extent possible and then exhale all the air.

This procedure was repeated three times and the average

vital eapacity usea for analysis purkoses.

3. Peak ilow ,eter

The Wright Peak Iow Meter was used to ireasure the

raiimru air f1ow rate In a single forced expiration. The

instrument, iigure E, ccnsists of a pivoted vane, t e

rotation c±' which is opposed by resistance cf a spring_. The

plastic mcuthpiece fits into the radial inlet wbich lEaas tc

tne vane. attacted to the vane is a spindle and pointer.

The fcrced expiration causes the vane and pcirter tc rctate

unil I Te :.axiTup attainatie r'lcu baS been reacted. Cace

rea(-n d, the pciter is UEld in position by a ratctcit un il

reLeasea tj a reset tutton ca the tack of the device. T he

scaie is gradueted in liters per minurte in 5 liters/minute

divisions over a range cr Ee to 1lo' liters/winute.

Frcceduraliy, the subject stands and hcis the meter

in a vertical jlane as celicted in Figure S. He/she then

taxes as deep a breath as possible, places the routhpiece in

the ircuth, grips it tigbtly with the teeth, and seals it

with his/ner lips. The subject blows cu; as hard as

possible in a short, sharp expulsion cf air. This procedure
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was 1eertorrea taree tires wIzh the avera6e norea as ;be

apprcpriate peal expiratory fiow.

4. Tape Reuorer

An ALAI 4fe DS M'R-II magnetic tape recorder was

used for the recoraing, storage, an reproduction of speech

sounas (iigre 10). The device is a tyl.ical aaalog magnetic

tape recorder consisting of thrEe basic parts. These

include ibe eLectrcaIcs of the system, the bead 6sserYly,

And tt:e tape transpont. These ccmpcrents taxe a pbencmE:Acn,

such as the s1eecb souna, that Cbao6es in imre ana recras

it as a :ontlnuous event.

M1

II

Figure 10. ALAI T'aFe Recorder
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Tapes were recorded for all 44 SUbjects during their

participation in the experiment. SLbject to availability of

analitical software at NPS, further acoustical analysis

coula be conducted on speaxer variability that might

substantiate and sujpozt statistical conclusicns.

r . lNSI'RMrEN'IATION

Three questionnaires were usea to elicit the

evaluaticus, judgement, ccmparisons, attitudes, and

bacxground histcry of the sutjects participating in the

experimentation. The first tuc questicnnaires were desigred

[Ref. E] to provioLe the necessary Information to delineate

sutjects iato varicus groups relresenting tbose buran

tactcrs discussed earlier. The third questicnnaire was used

to ineasure state end trait anxicty levels during various

erioas of" the experiaent. The questionnaires were

authcr-ad.inis;ered" in order to urcvide clarification, if

neeced, to any written instructions and insure that all

zesi.ondents ccmpleted the questicnnaires correctly, giving

appropriatE corsideration to each iter.

Three types or questionnaire items were used; open-

ended, multiple choice, and rating scale. The open-ended

items permitted the subject to express his/her answer tc the

question in one's own words. In all cases, these questions

reqiired short (cne or two words) otjective replies. The

uultiple choice questions allowed each respondent to choose

I _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _



tne apprcpriate answer from a list of several opticns.

These multiple choice questions Include "dichotomous" Items,

for exarrle, those requiring only a TES or NO response.

linally, rating scale izers were used to obtain judgements

or atti;udes about somre object, cozcelt, or system. These

questions permitted the assignment of various response

alternatives along an untroken continuum or in ordered

categories alocg the continuum. Pcth a grapnlc scale,

ailowlc the resloadent to place his/her judgement any place

along tbe line, and a numerical scale, corfining the

suoject's resjonse to a discretE category along the

continuum were erployed.

1. User Questionnaire #1

User Cuestionnaire #1 (Appendix A) employs a

coroinatlon of question items Incluaing open-ended, multiple

choice, ana graphical rating scale items. Questions l-22

are designed to obtain information pertaining to

occupational, rersonal arg j.nysiologicai characteristics.

questions 2-40 obtain attituainal, comperison, ana

evaluation inforration pertainitig to occupational,

cperaticnal, physiological ana psychological

characteristics.

4. User Questicnnalre #2

User Cuestionnaire #2 (Appendix B) utilizes a

co.oination of questicn items including multiple choice and

6rephical rating scale items. Questions 1-3 obtained
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iaforpat Ion relative To i-ysiological factors while

questicns 4-15 were repetitious ite.ms from user

Qtestionnaire #1 desi 6nEd to Obtain attitudinal information

from thne subjects after using sleech recognition e4ui ment

for foir weexs.

3. STAI questionnaire

The State-Tralt Anxiety Inventory (STAI) is

comprised or separate self-report scales for measuring two

aistincz anxiety ccrcepts: state anxiety (A-State) and

trait anxiety (A-Trait). This inventory was developed by

Spielberger et. al. at Vanderolit University and later

continued at Florida State University. It was reproduced

with the special permissicu c" the Puollsher, Ccnstlting

I' PsychoiOists Fress, Inc., Palo Alto, CaLlfcrnla.

The STAI A-Trait scale consists of 20 statements

(Appendix .) that isx eople how they generally feel. The

A-State scale also consists of 20 statements (Appendix r)

but the insLIuctions require subjects to indicate bow they

feel at a particular .rment In time. The STAI was designed

to be self-adinistered and was given indivlaually to each

subject. Complete Instructions are printed er. each test

form. for cota the A-Trait ana A-State scalc=s. There were no

tire limits Lrposed fer completion of the form. Although

many of the iters have face validity as measures of anxiety,

the inventory was referred to as a Self-Evaluation

4uestionnaire. lach subject responds to every STAI item by

L-- ~- ~ _ _ _



circling tae apprcpriate number to the right cf each item

statement on the forr. Scoring keys are depicted with each

scale in Appendices C and D [Ref. 27J.

£. £XPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A three-factor oixed. design with repeatead measures on

Cne factor was employed in this experiment. In

consideration o" te wide variety of buran factors to be

examined, the experiment was designed to allow an analysis

of ttree critical factors (occupational experience with

ricrolhones, cperationai traiaiul ue~bod and experience)

affecting reccgnition accuracy while si ltaneously

gatberine suffiolent data to accoFl:lisb subsequent analsis

On individuai characteristics of speaker variability. The

two betweea variables wEre microyhone experience and

training .ethod, The third factor, experience (Weel#), was

the witpin groupp variaole. A surrary of tte experimental

aesign appears in iigure 11.

1. PRCC~rUR1

: 1. Irainlng

ior the T-EJO, the training procedure consists of

entering 10 passes of each utterance into the voice

recognizer. A word list c 100 utterances (Appendix 1) was

provided the subject, each utterance Fro1pted on the CRT,
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the 1V passes spoken, and then the next utterance on the

list would be prompted. Based on the experimental design,

subjects were divided Into two groul;s; supervised and non-

supervised. Those supervised during training received

aetailed Instructions, and close scrutiny on each of the 10

passes by the experiment administrator. If the subject

Iailed to clearly j!rcnounce the utterance, if volume level

uas insvficient, cf If the required .1 second pause was

omittea, the word was imr.Ediately retrained. Non-supervised

subjects received the same instructions, a short

eronstratior, cf the training proceaure ard, when ready,

were allowed to train the eqvipment Individually with nc

su;erviSion Dy the experimert advinistrator.

Training v.as accorpiisbed only during the irst week

of the eilrirluert. Subjects traini-g in the morning (0730-

12.U hours) uoula subsequently test auring those periods and

I lixewise for those subjects training in the afternoon

(14ZO-1900 tours). Irreaiatelj after training, aLl subjects

Made at least two passes of the entire 100 word vocabulary

ksipriiar to a test session) to identify any problems in

training of a particular utterance. If the utterance was

correctly laentified on both passes It was considered as

trained. kcwever, I: an error (either risrecognition or

non-recognition) occurred, a third pass was tade. If less

tnar. two c" the three passes of. any utterance was correct,

that utterance was retrained.

7E
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After the equipment was trained, each subject was

measured for vital capacity and ;eat flow rate. Finally,

User Questionnaire #1 was administered. Total time for the

training session averaged 1.. hours per subject.

* 2. RecognitioL Testing

following training, subjects were tested on the

systerr. Each subject maae 2 ;asses through the entire

voceatlary list on each of three days during the week.

Duration c±* the experirenz was three weeks. During. Week #1

the vocabulary list remainda in the sare oraer as during

training (Apyendlz E) while in Week #2 the order o the

tzerances were reverseo (Appenaix f) and In Weer #3 the

crder was randomized (Appenaix G). The purpose of this

Lhar.gE In vccabulary crder was tc reduce. the effect Cf

iearning due to repetitiveness, ana thereby provide a more

realistic picture ct speaker variability. Data was

coiiectea in the rcrp of recognitions, risrecognitions, and

ron-recognlLicns using A.ppendix B.

ihe STiA questionnaire for A-State scale measurement

was administered jvst pricr to the first testing session

(Weer #1, Trials 1-2) to deteruine 6nxiety levels prior to

using voice equipirent. During Week #2 another STAI

questionnaire for A-State scale was administered following

the first test session of that week. The final STAI form

for the Feasurerent of A-Trait scales, was adrinistered

79
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duriLg Week #. User Questionnaire #k was provided to each

subject at the conclusion of the experiment.

3. Vocabulary

It was desired that a test vocabulary similar tc a

vocabulary intended for practical afplication in a military

environiment be used. Of concern In the design of the

vocabulary was the fact that trief ronosyllabic words are

more difficult to recognize Tbat longer polysyllabic words

or phrases. A relatively equal distribution cr words and

utterances containing a syllabic content ranging from 1 to

'5 syllables was selected as the final vocatrlary. The

words were chosen tcth from previous experimentation [Ref

Z.3] and the author's military experience. Appendix I

Irovides a listing of the 100 uerances used in the

experiment and ccnsidered as representative of use in a

military corrand cEnter.

LG. VARIA3ILS

The dependent variables in this experiaent were total

errcrs, a Linear corrblnation of isrecognitions and non-

recognitions. Independent variables in the overall

experimental design are experience, job function, and

training method. Additional independent variables included

each of tze individual human lactor characteristics elicited

eariler.

. '



* I
Data was collected on the eleven subjects within each

grouc of the experimental design. Each sutject ma.e Cez

utterances per weel for a grand total of i8OO for the

exoer.ment. lotal utterances for the corpleted experirent

numrcered ?P,2 (44 x 1800).

md

i, I,
It
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V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. GENERAL

All analyses were performed using the MINITAB

statistical package [Ref. 2e]. Repeated reasures analyses

of variance prccedures were Ierforred in accordance with

guidance provided by Braning and Kintz [Ref. 2V]. Non-

parametric bests for significauce between ;airs of r-eans,

several inaependent samples, and for trend analysis were

con.,uc~ed , tliziL g prcceaures aiscussed by Conover [Ref.

01. A~aliticral parameiric analysis followed procedures

prescrited by Ctt [Ref. ZlJ.

[All mean errcr rates that apptar iii figures are of

un-ranstorrea aala. Since the i test In an analysis of

variance is vAlia even witt mila departures from the

assumption of equality of variances lRef. 31: P. 63],

aartley's Test for homogeneity of ;opulation varlances was

used to deterfrine whether an extrere case (unequal

7ariances; existed and tnerety aeterrine if a transformation

cr data wouia oe requirea to stabilize the variances.

Results ef this test are presented in Table IV. The

assumption of equal variances is the basis for the use of

untransformed data in all sutsequent analyses.

The correlation coefficient reported herein is

Spearman's Rkc. Aithcugh the Pearson Product Moment

& k



TABLI IV

TEST FOR EQUALITY O VARIANCES

I

LATA: 29
s (groul I) = 1947.4k

s (grcup III) 2e2.5.E4
2
s (grou IV) = 5636.95

HYPOTHESiS:

ko"0 All population variances are equal

H1 : Not all population variances are the sam.e

TEST STATISTIC:

I S
Maxi - -- -- 2. 895

[ Max 2

Min

LICISICN:

Level of significance: .O

Tabulated value or F = 5.

CANNOT RFjECT THE NULL HYFCTHESIS

---------------------------------------------------------- -------

correlation coefficient "r is most cormonly reported, it is

however, a randoff tariable, and aS such has a distribution

function. Conover [Ref. 3o] states that "r has no value as

a test statistic in nonpararretric tests unless the

distribution Is known.
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B. OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTIRISTICS

1. Hypotheses

The following hypotheses pertaining to the

occupazional characteristics of speakers using voice

recognition equipIrEnt were tested:

a. Ho: Job functicn (microfhone experienced users
versus non-microlhone experiencea users)
will have no a ect on recognition
accuracy.

I, Job function (uicrophone experience)
atfects recognition accuracy.

C. ho! The branch of service the uilitary meltber
belongs to will have no affect on

.4 reccgnition accuracy.

h,: Recognition accuracy is influenced by the
branch c" service of the user.

c. EO: A user's attitude pertaining to bis/her

-resent job satisfactiorA will nave no
a:fect on recogniticn accuracy.

H: Job satisfaction affects recognition
accuracj.

d. ho: The degree ct satisfaction a user derives
frorr being a frerter of the rrilitary will
rot affect recognition accuracy.

L,: Service satisfaction has an affect on
recognition accuracy.

E{. HQ: The amcunz of previous computer experience
a user has bad will not affect recognition
accuracy.

HI : Previous computer experience affects
recognition accuracy.

C- 4
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i -P1
r. ~ Ccrpetency In a foreign language (bi- or

multilingual) will have no affect on
recognition accuracy.

H Competency in a ±crelgn language will
affect recognition accuracy.

2. Jot Function

TIfe results of the experiment for users with and

Iithout uicrokbone experience are shown graphically In

ilgure 12. Microphone experienced users fared only slightly

better than DoD-Iricrophone experieLced users. The analysis

c.f variarce .NOVA) results in Table V substantiate this

stowing an F ratio of Z277 indicating no statistically

sig! lficant difference In the user's job function. Thus,

the null hypotnesis cannot be rejected.

E.Z -

7.V,

MEAN 5.0
!RROR
RATE ~ -

-0

Microphone No Microphone
Experience ExPerience

* Figure 12. mean Error Rate vs. Job Function
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TABLE I

ANALYSIS CY VARIANCI )OR RECOGNITION ACCURACY

SOURCi SS df MS i p

TOTAL 7329E.1 .....

BETWEEN SUBJECTS t4022.fu 43 .....

Microybone
Experience (PIC) 4Z6.61 1 &36.E1 .37? NS

Training
Fethod (TNG) b629.tw 1 te62.!0 4.Eee

t1C x TNG 175;.69 1 1759.69 1.521 NS

£rror(b) 46 2t.60 40 1156.41 - --

WITBIN SUBJECTS 19213.41 8E .....

Trials (TR) 4324.19 2 2162.0b II.t )E

FTR x MIC 13.50 2 6.75 .a37 NS

TR x TNG 74.6k k 37.-1 .ko NS

TR x MIC x TNG 12. L 2 6.50 .a35 &Q

Error(w) 1476E.40 80 184.Eb - --

[ L* SIGNIiICANT at p < .05 ]
[ NS: NOT 6lGNIFICANT for p < 0.05 ]

f icrophone Experience: lxperiencea vs. Non-experienced

" Tralning tetoa: Sulervised Vs. Non-suiervised

Triais: Week #1 (Wcrds 1-100)
Weex #k (woras 100-1)
WeeK #3 (Words In randofr oraer)

-- __8t
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Mean total error rates for wicrophone and non-

microphone ex;erienced users is supmarized in Table VI. The

aefinitibe decrease in error rates by tire will be discussed

later In the review of operational characteristics.

TABLE VI.

VIAN TCTAL FMiOR RATIS FOR JCB FUNCTICN BY WEIKS
(in Percent)

------ ------------------------------------------------------------- -------

MICROPHONi NO MICHOPHCNE
EXPERIENCE .XPERIENCE X WIEKS I

------ --- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------? .0 ?.?

'*111 #1 7.78 7 41
------ ---------------- -- 4--------------------------------4-----------

WEEK #Z .2 6.71 6.4?
------ ---------------- ----------------------------------------

# , , •

--- +-------------------------------------- ---------- +-------------------
XI I5X JOB ,,,

FUNCTION e.e2 '.66 6. 2
+- +---------------------------------------------------------

3. Branch of Service

Three tranches of service were represented in the

exl:erlment *itb civilian subjects categorized as a fourth

oranch. A Krts1al-Yailis test for k > 2 sarrples was used to

determine if any differences existed. Table VII provides

the synopsis of results. The null hypothesis, that branch

of serice will rot affect recognition accuracy, is clearly

" rejected. huitlple ccmparlsons were made to determine

between which pairs of veans the differences occurred. The

results of tbis test indicated significant differences

between Army/Navy and Army/Air-'orce. Differences between
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CLvilian/Army, Civilian/Air-Force, Civilian/Navy and

Navy/Air-force were not significant.

Further inspection of these results indicated

possible confouning due to experience witn voice

recognition equiprent. All Air Force personnel and 3 out of

E Navy perscnnel were experienced users. Segregating the

experienced ana naive users into sejerate categories and

tnen reconducting the dnalysis ter affect b! branch of

service showed nc statistical significance (Table VII).

Using the origind byrotbeses estatlished, the null cannot

te reJected in either the naive only or experienced only

cases. Mean error rates by branch of service for all, naive

only and ex;erienced only subjects, are Iresented

graphically In Fig'.re 13.

TABLE VII

A1.ECT BY BRANCH 0) SERICE

-------------------------------------- ------------ +-------------------------------4

ALL SUBJECTS NAIVE EXPERIENCED 1
--- - -4----------------+-------------------+------------------------------

Type or Kruskal- Kruska- Krustal-
Test Wallis Wallis Wallis

-- ----- --------------------------------- +----------------------------
Al~ha a .5 , et 1 .05

------- --------------------------------- +-----------------------------

Test
-Statistic 11.90~ 2.79 .23

-- ---- - ------------------------------------ +-----------------

Critical '
Level .75 .25 .9

------------------------------- +-------------------------

= Significant at stated level of significance
------------------------ ---------------------------------

.. .....



e.~ % NAIVE?.0 -: .. (.-f .g):. I'
1E.0 - (e.E6) %

MEAN 5.1e*
ERRORAIL
RATE 4.0 -

. EXPERIENCED

2. (2.E6) (2.65)

1.0 -:
.. I I I . . . . . . I

Civilian Arify Navy Air Force

1igure M. Kean Error Raze vs. Branch of Service

4. Jot and Service SazIsraction

Subjects were divided intc rcur grcups based upco

1' tneir subjective responses and included:

a. Persons who disii ed tneir jobs

o. Thcse who were borderline or neutral In their

fe cii ng~s

c. Individuals Wno liied their present job

d. Persons who indicated a very definite lixing of

their job -- liked Lneir job very much

The attained test statistic (Taole VIII) leads to the

deIion that tne null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

uorreiation cceff±cient between the two variables was not

significant and it is concluded that there Is no apparent

correlation between the satisfaction a user has for his/her

i _



TABLE VIII

A.FECT BY JOb/5IRVICE SATISFACTICN

SJOB SATIIACTIQN SERVICE SATISFACTION

Tye or Test : Kruskal-Wallis , Kruskal-Vallis

AlphiaO

Test
Statistic 4.60 .21Y

- - --------------------------------------------

Critical
Levei .20

----------------- 4-------------------+------------------------------------------

Correlation
Coefficient -01 e .041

---------------------------------- +--- ------------------------------------------

Significant at stated level cf significance
---------------------------------------------------------

current jct ana how well that user will perform with voice

ieco6nltion equliuert. This jartlcular bumac factor is

iievertbeiess worthy of further examination in the tuture in

terms of users whose current 4ot entails the day tc day use

of voice equipuent.

lu the analysis ci the alrect service satisfaction

nas on reccgniticn accuracy, the 2 civilians were removed

zrorr. the sarple Lojlatiou. Subjects were now dividea into

three grcups tased upon their subjective responses and

Incluadel;

a. Thcse who are unsais'iea or don't care

b. Those who are reasonably satisfied

c. Those who are very satisfied wit their

respective service

, ..,i : - : -,,, : , ,,



The test statistic (Table VIII) reveals no significent

c iference between groups an therefcre the null hypothesis,

that the degree of satisfaction a speaxEr derives fror being

in the arred services will not affect recognition accuracy,

cannct be rejected. Correlation between service

satistaction anld total error rates, as before, was not

.igni'ican., thus Indicating little or no correlation

between tne randoI: variables.

t. Previous Ccputer Experience

Subjects were subjectively alv'ied Into tour groups

oased upon their resp~cnse to question #32 in User

Questionnalre #1 ard Included persons with:

a. Nc experience

.. Very little experience

c. Sore or rrouerate experience

d. Considerable experience 'data processors)

The analysis IrcviaEl a tEst statsic (Table IX) whicr,

resitiled in the rejection or the null nypothesis and the

concluslor that Irevious coirljuzer eXPeriencE will affect

recognition accuracy. tlultilpie cor;arlsons were performea

to aeterrine which pairs of means differed. Significant

daiferences occurred between users with, no and considerable

.-' experience, very little and mcaerate experience, and very

little and considerable experience. These results

dexnstrate that pcssessicn of experience with data/keybcard

input procedures provide a higher recognition accuracy.

* t
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Explanation for this occurrence may be attributed to, for

example, a data 1jrocessor's awareness of the tire involved

for manual entry and the associated error rate as well. The

advanta6ges that voice Input offers to ttosE computer

experience jersonnel may well be a psychological or

.mctivaticnal factcr In addition to its presence as an

oceApational characteristic.

These results are ri rther substantiated by the

computed correlation coefficient. Performing a one-tail

test for negative correlation with the existence of rrutual

independence as the null hypothesis, we were able to reject

this hypotnesis and conclude that as corrputer eiperience

increases, recognition error rates will decrease (Critical

Level: <<, .001,. Graphical representation of mean error

j rates for tbe tour groLps are shown In Figure 14.

TABLE IX

AFFECT CF COMPUTIR EXPERIENCE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i COMPUTER EXPERIENCE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type of Test , rusical-Wallis
I-----------------------+----------------------------------------------- -----

Al pa 0.05
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - --

Test Statistic 14.287
-*I---------------------------+-------------------------------------------- ------ I

Critical Level < .M5
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Correlation
Ccefficient -.516 '*

--------------------------- +----------------------------------------------- -----

' ** = Significant at stated level of significance
--------------------------------------------------------------

• 1._ ... - . . .- .. _ ., '-41 -V\k-i
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MEIN - (,.
IRROR
RAIE 4.L -

2 -

-- - I I I

None Very Moderate Considerable
Little

Figure 14. rean Error Rate vs. Computer Ex-erience

6. loreign Language Competency

Recegnition accuracy was co rared tetween two

groups, those with a fluent prczIclency in a :oreign

lerguage and those witbott. 3Z suojects possEssea no

capabilitl iL a seccna langLage, whereas 11 were cor;etent

in one or more laE 6uaees. The IEdliar total error rate for

both grouls was 6.2E%. A two-samile non-parametric test,

the Mann-Whitney, was ;erfcrmea tc aetect tbe existence of

any aifferences netween the two grculs. The coputea test

statistic (Iaoie 1; clearly shows no significance at the .O

levei ana tberefore, the null bypothesis cannot bu rejected.

The critice. rEgi~os for this twc-tail test included values

of Lhe test statistic less than C7." or greater than 814.8.

!i ,
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TABLE I

AFFICT OF COMPITINCY IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Type of Test Mann-Whitney

SAllba (e .05
I LL..

Test Statistic , 754.5
S+~--- ------------------------------------------------------

Critical Level '
-- - - - -- - - - -----------------------------------------------------

, * = Significant at stated level of significance
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C. OPIRArIICNAL CHARACTRISTICS

1. Hypotheses

The following hypotheses apply to the o-.:retional

characteristics Lnuer which the sutjects were testei.

a. he: The rettoa of training a user for voice
recognition oieration (sulervised versus
non-supervised; will tot affect recognition
accuracy.

Fi : .ethoa of training will affect recognition
accuracy

0. HO: The tire of day in which a user trains the
equlprent will. not affect recognition
accuracy.

HI: Recognition accuracy of the user will be
affected by thne tiie of day in which he/she
tralns the voice recognizer.

94-



C. HO " The jerioa of the week in which the user
trains the equiprent will not affect
recognition ecuuracy.

HI,: The period o" the week in which the
equipment is trained wiLl affect
recognition accuracy.

d. HO: Experieuced users will acquire the sare or
greater error rates then inexperienced
(uaive) users.

hl: Experienced users will have lcwer error
rates than na;.de users.

HO: Recognition accuracy will not te atfected
by weexly experience.

HI: A user will de.onstrate reduced error rates
(decreasing trend) as experienced will
voice rEcognition Equiprrent increases.

e. ha: :he o~era.icnal ease witn which voice
reccgnlLicn equip-rent Tray be used will have
no affect on recognition accuracy.

H Ease ot ,se will affect recognition
a ccrrdcy.

2. Maethca of Training

The results c!' the experiment for users receiving

either superviSLI or non-supervised training are depicted

6raphically in Figure 15. Users who received sulpervislon in

thE trairing Poae fared s4gnificantly better than those who

ild not. The analysis of variance tatle (AOiOVA) in Table V

substantiate this claim, providing an k ratio of 4.E68 arnd a

critical level of approximately .0Z5. Thus, the null

nypothesis is rejected ana we ray conclude that the method

of trainig aoes affect recognition accuracy. Mean total

I _
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errcr rates for supervised and non-supervised users are

sumarized in Tatle II.

E.g -

?.0 -

e4 1)

ERROR
RAT1 4.0 -

; .o -

1.0 -

0.0 -- - - - - -- - -- - - -- - -

Supervisea Non-Supervisea
Training 'raining

f Figure 1E. fVean Error Rate ts. Training Metboa

EIABLE XI.

MEAN TCTA: ERROI RATES 1CR PITHCD CY TRAIhING BY WEEKS
(in Percent)

--------------------------------------------------------------- +--------------------

SUPIRVISED NCN-SUPERVISID
TRAINING TRAINING , tills

+---------------------+--------------------------------- ----- ------ I
'AEhK #1 6.21 E.64 7.41

-------- ----------------- +----------- ----------------------- 4---------------- I

-. Will #k t Z,2 7 . ( Z E.4?
-- -- -- ---------------- -- *4-------------------------------- - - - - -

WEEK #%1 4.17 11 ~
-. -------------------- ------------------------------------- --

~I OB

-- - -- - -- - -- - -- +-- - -- - -- - -- - ----- - - - -
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3. Tire of Dlaj and Week

Subjects were olocked by time of day; morning and

afternoon, and by time of wees; early (Monday-Tuesday), rid

(Wednesday-Thursday) or late (iriday-Saturday). A Mann-

Whitney test was performed to determine If differences

existed between the two time of day groups. Morning users

nad a realan error rate of ..1% while afternoon users bad a

6.67% error rate. Because of equal sample sizes, a

parametric t-test was performed to confirm results of the

"aon-rararetric test. The presented io Table III will not

allcw us to reject the null hypcthesis. Critical regions

for the rann-Whltney test Iucluded values of the test

statistic less than 411.5 and greater than 57E.5.

With t'ree groups In the time of week variable, the

analysis utilized the Kruskal-WallIs test for determination

of differences among the groups. The null hypothesis cannot

oe rejected with a test statistic less than 5.99, for the

Chi-square valuE with two degrees of freedom. The

correlation coefficient was found tc be significant at the

O.Ot level in a test for negative correlation. A premature

cor.cluslon tnat training occurring In the latter portion of

the weeK woula yiEld lower error rates appeared to be

coLuter-Intuitive. It was thought that fatigue, and

Interruption of a weekena would zesult in poorer training

efzorts and hence lead to higher errcr rates in the future.

Upcn further analysis, this reversed ccrrelation was found
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to be the result of possible confounding arising from the

Large number of experienced users who trained In the later

period of the weeX. Eight out of thirteen late weex users

were experienced and with thei: retroval fror consideration,

the correlation between time of weez and total error rate

tename stazisticaiiy non-significant.

TABLE XII

AFFECT OF TIME OF DAY AND WEEK

4 ----------------------------------------------------------

iTImS 02 AY + TIVE 0 WEEK
-------------------- +-------------------------------------------

'Type of Test r'Man-Whitney 1 z-test 1 Lruskal-Wallis
I-------------+----------------+--------------.-------------- ------------------- I

Alpha (e . (65
----------------------------------------------------------- +--------------+-------------------

""I'I I

Test
S atistic 469 -1.16 4.14

-------------------- ------------- -+------------------------------

Critical
Level Z, ?5 .2!

----------------------- +--------------+------------------------------
,Correlation ,,

iti Coefficient ~Z7 .0Z -2.e?
-------------- ------ ------------- -+-----------------------------

= Si nificanz at stated level of significance
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. User Ezj.Erience

Two sets of hypotheses in Section V.C.l.d are

incorporatea intc this pbasE of the analysis. The analysis

of the first set was perrorred using the Mann-Wbitney test

and the associated results are surmarized in Table XIII.

The meaian error rates for naive users was 7.2e2 while

experienced users attained a 2.75 error rate. Both grotps
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bad equal ULmoers or supervised and unsupervised users. The

correlation coefficient yielded one of the strongest

correlations between two variacles within the Experilent.

The null hj othesis can be rejected aoa It is therefore

conciLdea that experience will affect recognition accuracy.

'ABLE XIII

AIIMCT CUE TO USER EXERIENCE

S+-----------------------------------------------------------
EXPERIENCE

------------------------ +----------------------------------------------------------

Type of Testt Mann-Wkitney

Alpha 0 .0
------------------------------------------------------------

Test Statistic EE9.9 *
------------------------------------------- +------------------ ------------------

Critical Level < eool
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Correlatlcn
Coefficient -. 59 **

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 1

41* = Significant at stated level of significance
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The analysis of the second hypothesis of V.C.l.d is

aepicted graphically in Figure 16, (Triels by Job Function)

and Figure 17 (Trials by Training Vethod). In each case no

interaction is present, with the weesly error rate showing a

steady drop of a.proximately .e to 1.4% each week. This

"rapticai interpretation is proven statistically in the

ANOVA ;resented in Table V. That is, the F ratio is well

above the 3.11 required for a level of significance of 0.05.

The null bypothesis is rejecter ana it is concluded that



e ~~ ~---- MOO___________(7.78) Week #1

(6.23)((!.71) Weeir #2

!.EAN Z .0 5, (~3V Weeir #3
IRRCR (.~
RATE 4.0 -

0.0 -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

Vicrcphcne No M~icrophone
Experience Experience

ilgure 16. Trials versus Job FLanctlon

(E.61) Week #1

(7E31) veex #2

.0 (6-.21) 00-(6.00) Veer #3

MIAN %-.V (5.342)
ERRCR

Ft T 1 4.0 -~(4.17)
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1.0 -

---.0-- -----------
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Training Training

T!igure 17. Trials versus Training Method
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users will imprcve (redice) their error rates thrcLgh weexly

iteration. This conclusion was further verified oy

ap~l1cation ci" the Cox and Stuart Test for Trend. The

following covparisons were made tetween:

a. Week #1 and Week #2

b. Week #2 and Weex #4

c. Week #1 and 4eek #11

In all three cases, the null hypcthesis, that there is no

downward trend, was clearly rejected.

5. ,ase of Use

lased. on subjective responses by those participating

in the exlerirent four groups were categorized. They

include:

a. Users who consider voice recognition equipment

difficult tVc Lse.

b. Thcse who bad no opinion either way.

c. Users who stated tnal voice equipment Is easy tc

1)se .

d. Thcse who reei that voice recognition equi1rrent

is 7ery easy to use.

The results of this analysis are surrarized In Table LIV.

The test statistic is less than the Chi-square value of.1

* 9.4 with tnree aegrees of freedo' and therefore the null

cannct be rejected. The computed correlation coefficient Is

not significant at the 0.05 level.

1(6.



f
TABLE XIV

AIJICT DUE TO EASE OF USE OF VOICE EQUIPMENT

i EASE OF USE

Type of Test , Krusxai-Wailis

Alpha '.05

Test Statistic 4.e14
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Critical level ) .25

Correlation
Coefficient

I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

= Significant at stated level cf significance
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 4

L. PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. iypobiEses

The following hypotheses were tested pertaining to

the persconal characteristics c' vcice recognition users:

a. BO  Race of the user will not affect
reccgnition accuracy.

HI : A difference in recognition accuracy exists
between users ot different race.

b. ho: The marital status of tne user will not
affect recognition accuracy.

h i : A user's marital status will have an affect
on his/ner recognition accuracy.

HO; Size of a user's family will not afrect
recognition accuracy.

a1 : Family" size will have an affect on
Areccgnition accuracy.

V. ....A. ........._.. ...._._ _. ..____ _., . .. ... . .... ... .I,'. ,



c. he: The relilolus preference/backgrouna of a
user will have nc affect on his/her
reccgnition accuracy.

fit: A user's religious preference/baciground
will affect recognition accuracy.

a. Lie: A person's accent will not affect his/her
recognition accuracj.

HI: Accent affects recognlticn accuracy.

e. H*: The place of birth of a user will have no
affect on reccgnllcn accuracy.

EI : One's place of birth affects recognition
accuracy.

ho: Tne geographic crigin cf a person vill not
affect his or her recognition accuracy.

It : A perscn's recognition accuracy will te
affectedt by geograpnic origin.

t. ie: The level cf edbcaticn an individual has
attained will not affect his/her
reccgnition acctracy/.

, : Education level of a user az'fects
recognition eccuracy.

g. H : The Socio-econoric class of a user will not
affect recognition accuracy.

I1. A user's reccgnition accuracy will be
affected oy socio-eccnomic class standing.

H. H: Past oral-surgery or orthodontal care will
not affect recognition accuracy of the
user.

H: Recognition accuracy of tne user will be
afected if he or she has undergone oral
surgery or orthoaontal care.

.........



2. Race

Twc racial oackgrcvnds were represented in the

sapled population. Thirty-eight Caucasian and six Negro

subjects participated In the experimentaticn. The median

total error rate for Caucasiar personnel was 6% end 6.8% for

Negro users. 1 flann-Whitney test was performed tc detect

the presence of any difference between the two Croups. The

calculated test statistic (Tatle XV) was nct significant at

the .05 level and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Critical regions for the test statistic ir this two-tail

test were values less than 79? ana greater than 912.

'ABLI XV

AFIECT Ok RACE ON RECCGNITION ACCURACY

---------------------------------------- 3ACE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tjye of Test Mann-Wbitney
--------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Test Statistic E43.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Criticai Level .6941
--------------------------------------------------------

= Significant at stated lewel of significance
4-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. l aiital Status and Family Size

The sauple population consistea of 14 single, 25

farried, 3 divorced, and 2 other (separated, widowed)

personnel. A Kruskai-Wallis test for k > 2 samples was used

to ,Eterrine if any differer.ces in means existed between the

1f64
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groups. Eecause the computed test statistic (Table XVI) is

less than 7.E ,, the tabvlated chi-square value with 3

ae~rees of freeaor, the nuil byjrctbesis cannot be rejected.

N~o correlation coefficient was computed for marital status

axe to the norinai scale of reasurerent.

TABLE XVI

AIIECT O MAP.ITAL STAI1S ANL ArIIY SIZE

-4-- - --------------- ----------------------------------------------------------

M ARITAL STATUS FAMItY SIZE
-------------------------------------------------------
Tipe of Test 1 Kruskai-Wallis Kruskal-Wallis
------------------ ---------------- -----------------------------------------

Alpha Ot I OE
--------------- 4----------------------4---------------------------------------

Test
Statistc 2.E1 .219

Critical
Level > .Z > .3

* 4~~-- - -- - ---------------------------------------------------------------

Correlation
Coefficient NA .043

------------------------------------------------------------------
; = Significant at stated level cf significance

The saRple pcpulaticn sutlivided intc five groups

Sfor family slzE with a range frorr no ch.41drer to subjects

avig four or rrore children. A Kruskal-Wallis test was

again USeq tc dEter ir if a aifference existed and as

before, tne null hypotbesis cannct be rejected. The

computea ccrrelaticn coEfficlent iraicates rrutuel

independence tetween farlij size and total error rate of a

voice reccgnition Lser.
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4. Religious Freference.

Altbougb a diverse variety of religious preferences

uere enumerated by participating subjects, scre were pcole:

to preclude nurerous samples sizes of jtst one person. For

example, rethcdist and lpiscopalian were combined Into the

Protestant category ard so forth. In all, six groups were

represented and included Cathclic, Protestant, Jewish,

Beptist, No Preference end Otters (thcse :ho could not be

readily grcuped into one cf the afcrer ioned catercries).

Using the Kruskel-Wallis test to chE for diffErences

between rreans, the ottained test statIs . rable YVII) does

not allow for tte reiection of the rnll hyroTlhesis.

• !Therefore, it ray te coUciLded that the reliious prefererce

of the user will not affect hls/her recognition cciiracy.

rABLH XVII

AF ICT OF R ELI(IOUS PPEFEPENCE

i, RELIGIOUS PFEF7R7NMCF
--------------------------------------------

Type of Test Kruskal-Wallis

Alpha 0.05

Test Statistic '11.25
---------------------------------------

Critical Level i) .2E
------------ 4------------------------------------------ ------

44

.-. "" =Significant at stated level cf sienificance

- - - -- - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
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5. Acc.ent

Ten subjects possessed sorre type of noticeable

accent, as deterrrined by the subject and experiment

adiriristratnr. Seven were Southern and three were

categorized as Other (Spanish, Postonian). Remairing

subjects were placed in a 'No Accent' zroi~p. The re:ultant

test stiaxistic (Table XVIII) was slightly less ttar tte

tatulated Chi-square value cf 5.991 with two degrees cf

freedoir. As such, the null hypothesis cnrot be relected.

An additional check was acccmrrlished by corrtining the twc

accent .rou-s into ore eeneric e tty an* perfo-zrri a? P

fann-Whltrey test to detect a difference betveen the two

ercups. Agair the null hyprthesls canrct te rejected at the

statea level of sienificancr. Correlation analjss was rot

perforred due to the romrinal scale cf reasureient.

TABLE XVIII

AFFECT OF ACCENT ON RECOGNITION ACCURAC7

-------------------------------------- --- +-----------------------------------------

ACCENT ACCENT
' ~ ~ ~ .' ' (2 orups)

S------------------------------+--------------------------------------
'Tyre of Test Kruskal-Wallis ! ann-Whitney
---------------------------------------------------------------

Alpht .05 .,,
-- ---- - ----------------------------------------------------------------

Test
Statistic 5 73 704

* ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - 4---------------------------------------------------------------

Cri tical
Level .05 I .09

- - -- - - 4-------------------------+---------------------------

= Significant at stated level of si nificance
4-----------------------------------------------------------------------------4

1(67
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Altboughb the nuil is not rejected, the critical level is

sufficleptly close to the stated level of significance.

Thus, iuean error rates are illustrated In Figure 18 for

further eyaminatior.

1.e -: (11.4)

7€.V

(7.03
E.0

MEAN % E.0 (5.73)
-RRC?

RA'TE 4. e

-- ----- -- ----- ----I e.e I

No Accent Southern Other

Figure 18. Mean Errcr Rate vs. Accent

6. Place of Birth ard Geographic Origin

Subjects were sxea to previce their state of birth

and their resronses were subsequently classified into one of

*-. the fcllowing six .enertc groups:

a. Overseas

t. Northeast United States

1 a&
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c. Southeast United States

d. Mid-Central United States

e. Southwest United States

f. Western United States

Apjlying the Kruskal-Wallis test to the cotr'lled data, the

obtained test statistic (Table XIX) 1s Insrfficlent tr

reject the stated null hyrothesis.

Pecause a person's place of birth is not reressarily

the environment in which that individual qrew tip in (le.

during ages 2-18), data pertainine to geogra-hic orizin was

also tested to determine if any negative affect wC,.1d te

encountered. The geogra.-bic areas used were the saire as

4 place of tirth. Calculated resuts Drirt to the sa-,re

corclusion; the full hypothesis of Section V.D.1.e. -anroT

I re re.ected.

TABLF Xi1

AFFECT CF PIACE OF BIRTH AND GCGRAPHIC ORIGIN

----------------------------------------------------------------
1 PIACE of BIRTH GFOGRAPRIC ORIGIN

-- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
Type of Test ', Krustal-Wallis. Krusxal-Wallis !

Alpha ',.0t .z to
--- --- --- -------- -------------- - ----------------

Test
Statistic , .09

Critical
Level > .2t > .25

- - I ------------- ----------
= gnificant at stated level of significance

------------------------------------------------------------



7. Level of Education

The sarrled population partitioned into the

follcvIne five categeries:

a. High School graduates.

b. I.dividuals with 1 to 4 years cf ,ollege tut no

degree.

c. College graduates.

d. Individuals woring toward a graduate degree.

e. Persons accorded a graduate degree such as a

masters or roctcrate.

The data ottaineQ from the rive grcu;s was tested

for any sigrificart difference tetweer ,rcups. The test

statistic (Table XX , leads to the reiecticn cr the null

J hypethesis and the conclusion that leel o: ediicatIcn

effects the overall error rate for vcice reco'zntior users.

A relatively strcn positive correlatloc exists with a

critical level of 0.00e. That Is, as tte indivilual

increased in level of educatlon, a ccncoritant de-rease in

error rate cccurred.

Mi-lti le corrparIsons between The various grorps

showed the ;rederinant influence tc be rraduate students.

furtber exawination Indicated possible confourding due tc

tbat group's prior experience with voice recoenition

equipment. Eleven cut twelve graduate students were

S t. - .



TABLI XX

AFFECT OF lEVEL OF EDUCATION

-- - - -- - - - - - - -- ---- --- - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 EDUCATION (ALL) 1 EDUCATICN (NA1!7)
------------------------------ -------------------- -----------------

Type of Test Kruskal-Wellis ! Truskal-Wa lls
------------------------------------ 4-------------------------------

Alpha e5 e5
---------------------------------- ---------------

Test
Statistic 14. 4.

- 4

Level .015 -l, 25

Correlation ,
, Ccefficient -.3E0 " .06,

S= iSignificant a state level of slnificance
------------------------------------------------------------------

experienced users. These experlenccd users were strip;ed

cut cf the sample and the Kruslal-Wallis test ap;lied tr

only those that were naive to voice technology. Using the

sare hypotheses, the obtaired test statistic does net allrw

for the rejection of the null. This, and thp recor'puted

correlation coef'ficient ccrrotcrate the theory of

confounding and the earlier conclusior is now arrended to

state that level of eaucaticn will not affect reccanition

accuracy. Mean error rates for all education levels are

shown grabically in FigLre 19. Error rates for both, total

sample pcrulaticn and naive users cnly, are inclrded.
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( 7 0 9 % %~

E.0

M~EAN~ 5.e -

ERROR I .l6)
RATE 4.0 \ 0

.-(3.73)
4 I

All Subjects
. ----- = Naive Subjects

I

High 1-4 College Grad Grad
Schccl College Grad Student Deeree

.Figure 19 t'ean Error Rate vs. Eaucation

e. Socic-eccnciric Class

A veriety of socto-econoric classes were presented

tc the Tartic.ratts far selection uitb one of the following

five chrsen ty each subject:

a. Uj-er iower class

t. lcwer riddle class

c. Mid le class

d. Uyyer riddle class

e. Lcwer upper class

The analysis of total error rates for these five grouts

(Table XXI) yielded a test statistic that would not allow

for the rejection of the null hypothesis, and It -ay be
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concluded that socio-econOFIC class will not affect

recogniticn accuracy, The negative correlation indicates

that individuals of a lower socio-econoric class tend to

azquire higher error rates altbougb the coefficient is not

significant at the 0.05 level (critical level: 0.156).

TABLE XXI

AfFECT OF SOCIC-ECCNCMIC CLASS

----------------------------------------------------------

i SCCIO-ICONOrIC CLASS
----------------------------------------------------

Type of Test i Krus1al-Wallis
------------------------------------------

Alrha e.e5
+---------------------------------------------------------

Test Statistic 1.95
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
f Iritlcal Level .83
----------------------.------------------------ ------------------------------------

Correlaticn
Coefficiert -e.152

I---------------+----------------------------------------------------------I
I = Sigrtiicart at stated level cf significance

4-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9. Dental

Subjects were queried as tr, their histcry cf dental

care, in particular, oral surgery and/or ortbodontal

ccrrecticn. Twc grcups resulted rpcn whcse data a Mpnn-

Whitney test was ;erfcrmed to deterwine if any difference

existed tetween them. The ruil hypothesis cannct be

rejected due to the corputed test statistic (Table XXII).

Critical regiors for the test statistic included values

6 reeter than 714.E6 and less then EZ5.3I.
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TAPLI XXII

AFFECT OF PAST AND/OR PRES!NT DENTAL CAR!

+------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------

DENTAL CART
--------------------------------------------------- ------- I

Type of Test Mann-Whitney
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alpha
----------------------------- 4------------------------------------- -----

Test Statistic C78.5e
-------- -------------- I

Critical Level .1 43
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

= Significant at stated level of significance
------------------------------------------------------------------------- +

E. PHYSIOLOGICAl CHARACTERISTICS

1. Hyyotheses

The following hypotheses jertaining to various

physiological characteristics of voice recognition eqtipment

j users were tested.

a. Ho: The user's age will not affect his/her
recegnitior accuracy.

H,: Age will affect The total error rates of
users of voice recognition equipment.

b. ED: The height and weight of an Irdivld,:l
using voice technology will not affect
overall recognition accuracy.

H: Recognition accuracy will be affected by an
Individual's weight.

c. Ho: The vital capacity and rate of Pir flw of
a user will not affect his/her recognition
accuracy.
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l: REcognition accuracy will be affected by aperson s vital capacity and rate of Air

fIow.

d. E: The overal1 physical cordition of the user
will not affect his/her recognition
accuracy.

HI: Pecognitlor accuracy will affectEd by one's
physical condition.

FE: Fcrmel speech and/cr voice treintne will
nct affect recognition accuracy.

H1 : A user's reccgnition accvrai-y will be
affected by any forral speech or voi ce
trainlgtbherajy.

2.Age

The sut.jects ranged In age frcr 20 to 47 and were

divided into five rrcups for -Lrpcses of the analysis.

These groups and their mean error rates are:

a. 120 to 24 (4e CM)

b. 2E to L6 (7.m3%)

c. 27 to 31 (?.l %)

d. 312 t c 3 5 (5 .73%

e. 36+ (6.10%)

These five grculs were tested to detect for differences

21eong their reans. The obtained results (Table XXIII) show

that the nuil by;otbesis, stated above, cannot be rejected

and that the two variables, age and total error rate, are

rrutualLy Irdependent.
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TABLE XX1II

AFFECT ON RECOGNITION ACCUFACY DUE TO AG!

4 ---------------------- +-----------------------------------------------------------

i, AGE
I-----------------------+--------------------------------------------- ------ I

Type of Test Krusxal-Wallis
----- --- ----------------------------------------------------- ------

Alpha 11e.05--------------- -------------------------------------------------------- I

Test Statistic 2.26
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Critical level ) .t0

CorrelationI I
Coefficient -0.05

----------------------------------------------------------------------- I

* = Significant at stated level of significance
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------

3. Height and Weight

Subjects ranged in height vrcm E0 tc 77 inches.

For groups were generated for analysis ard are listed telow

with their respective mean errcr rate.

a. 60 to 64 inches (E.4E%)

b. 65 to 69 inches (6.67%)

c. 70 to 72 inches (

d. 74 to 77 inches (7.14%)

* The results of the analysis, as surr2arized in Table XXIV,

indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

* small positive correlation coefficient is not significant at

the .05 level and thus the variatles in question may be

considered to te independent.

....... ____ •__.. .. .___. ________:
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Weights of the subjectS renged from 110 to 24e

rounds. Examrination for some natural 'break' points in this

range resulted in the creation of the following five groups

and their corresronding rean error rates.

a. lie to 125 pcvnds (6.4CA)

b. 126 to 145 ponds (e.et%)

C. 14E tc 175 pcunds (5.1Z )

d. 17e to 19 pounds (?.i E)

e. Zov+ jounds (5.PE%)

The null hypothesis cannot be rejected, with the correlation

coefficient indicating Independence between the twc

variables.

TABLE XXIV

AFFECT OF HEIGHT AND WEIGHT ON RECCGNTTION ACCURACY

I +--------------------------------+-----------------------------------

TyeHEIGHT WEIGHT

Type of Test 1 Krusical-Wallis Krusmal-Wallis
------------------------------ -4--------------------------------
Alpha , .t .

-------------------------------------------------------

Test
statistic i.ve 1.W5

------------------------------ -4---------------------------------

-: Critical
Level I > .50 .75

-------------------------------------------------------
Correlation
Coefficient .121 .064

----------------------------------------------- -.---------------------------

= Significant at stated level of significance
------------------------------------------------------------------
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The similarity in test statistics and correlation

coefficients of height and weight ray be explained ty

observing the correlaticn between heiwht and weight Itself.

A Pearson product moment correlaticn of .S21 svogests a

strcng positive association between the two variables and

th,:s serves to confirm the similar restlts of the analysis.

4. Vital Caracity and Rate of Ar Flow

The vital capacity of particlpetinf subjects rarged

from 1917 to 5725 cutlc centimeters. The following fcur

groups were created:

a. 1917 to 2850 cubic centlimeters

4 t. 2851 to 3767 cubic centimeters

c. 3Yi5 to 44EO cubic centirreters

d. 4658 to 5725 cuic centireters

Analysis for differences between the means of the varieus

groups generated the test statis ic (Table XX) that

resulted in the re.ectior cf th e null hypcthesis. A

correlation tetween Increased vital capacity and low error

rates was found tc be significant using a cne-tiil test fnr

neeative correlation (critical le~el: .04E).

The rate of airflow characteristic had a range of

212 to 7*I liters per minute. This range was diviled by

four and the following groups were used for the analysis.

The fcur included:

lie



a. 212 to 331 liters/win

b. 332 to 46e liters/min

c. 461 to 5S9 liters/rin

d. 60e+ liters/rin

TABLE XXV

AFFECT CF VITAL CAPACITY AND RATE OF A'R FLOW

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

, VITAL CAPACITY RATE CF AIR FLOW
-- - - - - - ------------------------------------------

!Type of Test Kruskal-Wallis Kruskal-Wallis
---------------------------------------------------------------
Alrba .05 .e5

Test
statistic e.5E *68

----------- -------------------- --------------------- I

* Critical
Level .03 75 .095I I

-------------------------------------- -------------------- ---------------

Correlation* 1 Coefficient -.2e7 * -.318 

** = Significant at stated level of significance
-------------------------------------------------------------------II

The test statistic does not allow for the rciect!on of the

null, tut a statistically significant correlation

coefficient prcvides an indicaticn that as rate of air flcw

increases, error rates will decrease. TigtrEs 20 anid 21

depict mean error rates for atfects due tc vital capacity

- rend rate of airflow. Figures 22 end 22 provide the scatter

;lots upon which the correlation coefficients were

determined.
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- The dilerrma of a non-significart Kruskal-%allis test

and a significant correlation coefficient can only be

explained by the subective division of the range of flow

rates intn the groups used for the analysis. Biased

grouping could provide a matrix that would yield a

slnificart test statistic tc show a difference tetween

means but in the final anelyis, credibility fir this

characteristic as a deterr.inant in yersonnel selection %ould

be lost.

. Physical Condition

Your groups resulted frcr the subjects' self-

appraisal of their general physical condition ard Incl!yde

categories of fair/toor, average, good and outstading

physical ccnditior. Their tctal error rates were examined

to determine if a difference between the groups existed.

The results presented in Table XXVI dc net allcw us tc

reject the null byTothests. Additionally, a nealigible

correlaticn ccefficlent presumes the two variables to te

independent of one another.

Although a subjective response was the determinant

rcr this characteristic, seven subjects who had cnlds,

trained the recognizer. Their condition was such, that a

distinct nasality was present while they spcke. A rann-

Whitney test was performed to determine if a difference

between the healthy and 'cold' Proups existed. The test

statistic of Table XXVI further verifies our previous

*- -- - ---.. ... . . .-- - - '
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conclusicn; the null cannot te rejected. The critical

regiors for the Mann-Whitney test correspond to values

greater than e93.6 and less than 771.4

Finally, the anal.:,sls fcr affect clu to formal

s1jeech therary or voice training resulted in a test

statistic that would not allow for the rejection of the null

hypothesis, that speech therapy or vcice training wIll not

affect a user's recognltion accracry. Critical regions

corresponded to values greater than '345 and less then 695.

TABLE XXVI

AFFECT CM! RECrGNITION ACCURACY ]E TO PF YSICAL CONrITION

------------------------------------------------------------------ 4---------------

PHYSICAL SPEECH
CONDITION , TRAIMING COLU

-- -- - - - - - - ------------------------------ ------------- ----------

Tyre cf , Kruskal- V ar.n- Mann
Test Wellis , Whitney Wltitney

----------------------------- +-------------+-----------------------4-------------

Plinha e.ot Ots .0t

Test Statistic 2.5? 761, 821.5

Critical Level .4t .46 .68
-- ------------- ----------------------------

Ccrrelaticn
Coefficient , .0 NA NA

4-----------------------4--------- ------ ---------.----- ------ I

* = Significant at stated level cf significance
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
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F. PSTCHOLOGICAI CHARACTIFISTICS

1. HypothFses

a. Ho : Anxiety will not affect the recognition
accuracy of a user.

HI: Anxiety will affect the total error rate of
a user.

b. He: The cccperativeness of a speaker will not
affect his/her total error rate.

H1 : Spealker cooperativeness will a±rfect
recognition accuracy.

c. HO: The occurrence of recognition errors will
not affect overall recognition accuracy.

B: A speaker's overall error rate will be
affected by the -sychclogical influence cf
ris- and ncn-recognitions.

d. Ho: A speaker's teliefs in voice tecbnology as
a tire saving jcb ala will not affect
recognition acctracy.

HI: The attitude a person possesses toward the
influence of voice on a corputer operator's
job and their willingness to use voice
because of this influence will affect
recognition accuracy.

e. He: The attitude a speaker tas about corputers
and inforration processing will have no
psychological affect on recognition
acciiracy.

: A speakler's psychological attitude
concerning autotraticn and data -rocessing
will affect reccgnition accuracy.

2. Psychological Anxiety

The results of the State-Tralt Anxiety Inventory are

delicted graphically in Figures 24 to 26. Figures 24 and 25
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show sore Indication that individuals with a lcwer state

anxiety acquired fewer errors. The relationship tetween

error rate and trait anxiety, shown in Figure 2e, lepicts a

more randomized cccurrence of error rates. Correlation

analysis substantiates this in that state anxiety during

week #1 is statistically significart witb week #2 sbowine

somre pcsitive correlation but nct significant at tbe .X5

level. There is no significant positive correlation between

trit anxiety and error rates.

The obtained STAI scorEs yleldfl 2 norrrei

distributicn and equal sample sizes of hlh and low anxiety

vsers. With the basic assuirptions for use of a parametric

4 test ret, a twc sanle t-test wes used to detect eifferenoes

between groups. Additionallyf the rcn-parametric Mann-

Whitney test was apiled for purposes of further

verification, however It does nct pcssess the power of Its

parametric counterpart. Results of thE 2nalysis ere

included in Tatie XXVII.

In all cases using non-parametric analysis the null

byrothesis cannot be rejected, although the critical level

shows the test statistic to be just within the acceptance

region. The alIchotorry in the trpit anxiety analysis is

interesting; the trore powerful pararretric test allows the

rejection rf the null hypcthesis whereas the c-csite exists

i25
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fusing the Mann-Whitney In both instancesz and .roce test

2yWek #%3 ac h admaitr tnce te~ b Trai in ety

statistic les extre'ely clcvse to that pci' separati:I t ,e
pcceutance n critico rr tteons..

r s The a e ct te to anxiet y be considerec an

inccncusive tecaus.e oa rae re ,a t .z iseticach alys e.

ALthough showing sitnificant correlation in weel ud. iny

anxiety in Weei #2 'nay bare been ove~croe or maee y

rariliari~ty and experience with aetuiyrent and procedures.

3y Week # ara thbe administration cf t;he Trait inven.tory,

*suhbjects were thoroughly versedt in the erzerimental

• * prccedure. The inconsistent results nevertheiess, Leave

reason to belic that anxiety has an arfect on slpeenfh and[

hence reccgnition accuracy, but the dezree to which it does

re~vains a cloudedt issue.
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3. Steaker Cooperativeness

Sutjects evaluated their degree of cooperativeness

on an interval scale with subsequert creation of the

following groups.

a. Less than cooperative syeakers

b. Moderately cccperative speakers

c. Very cooperative sleakers

d. Extremely cooperative speakers (subjects who

marked the 'anchor point" of the scale)

The results cf the analysis are presented in Table XXVIII.

wib irean error rates graphically rerresented i . igre 27.

4 !The null bypcthesis Is rejected due to a test statistic

greater than the Chi-square value of 7.815. Ml ti le

corpariscns arrcrg the groups reflect an eristert difference

between the "less than cooperatle' and extrerrely

cooperative' sleakers only. Despite indication of sore

correlaticn between hijh cooperativeness and low error rate,

the corrruted ccefficient Is not significant at a .P level

(Critical Level: 0.09b,.

These results led to a further analysis fror a

perspective of spearer particlpaticn. That Is, did the

subject like participating in this type of experimentation

and if sc, could It be correlated to total error rate?

Their subjective responses resulted In the creation of three

generic grcups as tcllcws:
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Figure 27. rean Error Rate vs. Speaker Cooperat1ieness

TABLE XXVIIII,
AFFECT OF SPEAKER COOPERATION AND PARTICIPATION

- -+----------------------4------- -----------------------

1 COOPERATIVENESS PARTICIPATION
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Type of Test KrusKal-Walis Krussal-Wallis
------------ ---------------- +------------------------------------

Alpha .eS .05
--------------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------

Test
Statistic 16.E 4.7e

------------------------------- *----------------- ----------------------

Critical
Level < .0 5 .095

--------------- ------------------------------ +------------------------------- ------

Correlation
Coefficient -.226 I +.27E *"

-------------------------------------- 4------------------------

** = Significant at stated level of significance
------------------------------------------------------ -----
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a. Thcse who don't care

b. Persons who like to participate

c. Persons who strongly like to perticipete

In this instance the attainmrent of a positive correlation

indicating that those whc liked to participate acquire

higher error rates is counter-intuitive. The null cannot be

rejected based on the computed test statistic given in Tab~le

XXVIII. A correlation or .636 tetweev subject responses to

cooperativeness and participation Is not as large as was

expected and as Such Could, In part, have led to the

divergent results. Whether these results are dile tc wvilling

participants trying too hard to performr well and thus,

having preate'r than usual ,'is- or nor-recrgnitions is

unc lear.

4. Recoguitlon ?Trrors,

Subjects respcnaed tc two auestions, one pertaining

to their feelings at the time of a iris-recognition and the

cther pertaining tc their feelings cver a rcn-recogni-.icn

(beep). Their responses to these two questions were

averaged to re-resent how they felt toward the occurrence of

an error and this led to the creeti.or of two aistinct

groups; those who don'-t like an error to occur and those who

feel they are not disturbed cr tothered by an error. The

res.Lits of the analysis are suirtrarized In Table XXIX.



TABLE XXIX

AFFECT OF RECOGNITION ERRORS

I FRIPORS

Type of Test Mann-Wbitney
-- --- - - -- - - -----------------------------------------------------

Alpha i .05

Test Statistic ' 6112.50

Critical Level .0897

Correlation
Coefficient -e.225

S+------------------------------------------------------ ------ I

** = Significant at stated level of significance
4----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4

The null hyrotbEsis cannot be rejected and although the

negative correlation coefficient Indicates that those who

dislike errcrs tend tc have hlgher error ra,;es, it Is rct

significant at an alpha of .05 (Critical Level: .0?).

5. Attitudes Toward the Use cf VcIce

Cuestions 4, 6 and E of User Cuestionnelre #2 were

used to mreasure the speakers' attitudes toward vcl-.e

technology. The results (Table XXX) indicate e

statistically significant correlation between bigh error

rates and a favorable attitvde toward voice recognition a!: a

means of saving time and recucing the burden on a comruter

operator. Scatter plots of responses tc thbese questions and

associated error rates are depicted in FIiures 28-2 .

Multiple corparisons between the groups showed differences

between those whc would always use vclce and those who wcrld

14.
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seldom use it despite its pronounced advantages, and between

those who felt that the advanta4es of voice will give the

t Keyboarq operator other Jobs and those who disAaree with

such an attitude. Therefore, the nu'l h pothesis cannot be

rejected in terms cf a speaker's attitude cencerrine the

inflrence on a data processor's Ijb due to voi,:

recognition. Cn the other hana, a speaker's willingness to

use vcice reccgniticn oEcause of his/her beliefs in its

requisite advantages will affect errcr rates.

As was noted earlier, the presence of a positive

correlation a;pears to be contrery' to popul.ar belief. Cne

would imaoine that a user who oelieves voice reccgnltl n can

rake the job of a comrputer o;eratcr easier (Question *4),
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would tend tcward better reccgniticn accuracy. Qusticrs

six and eight were asked for the purpose of determining If

a user's error rate rright be influenced by the subconscious

thcught of encurmtering additional duties because of the

efficiency and effectiveness of voice irput. Bvt, despite

the possibility cf additional tasks, potential users still

would prefer voice to manual entry. However, the resence

of a sipnificant pcsitive ccrrelaticn rray only re attributed

to the uniqueness of the situatior; te. as in speeaEr

participatIon stbjects who prcfessed a strong desire to use

voice regardless of consequences iray heve tried too hard for

high accuracy and as a result have failed to sleak i A

natural' manner.

E. Attitude Toward Corruters ena Inforraticn Processi:n?

In response to two sets cf questiors, subects

provided their attitudes surrounantg the necessity of

computers in todays society and how voice technoLcgy would

aid informaticn processing cr data Input. Attitudes towards

corputers fell into three general categories.

a. Perscns who feel ccmputers are unnecessary.

b. Persons that feel compt'ters are necessary In

society, tut are not a panacea for all prrblems.

c. Those who feel that computers are an absolite

necessity.

Attitudes toward voice recognition and information

processing resulted in four categories.

1 Z3e
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a. Those believing that vcice would tare mrre tire

for information or data processing.

b. Those with no opinion.

c. Those who feel voice will save sore tire

d. Those who feel voice can save leasurable time

coirpared to conventicnal methcds of data entry

and inforration rrocessirg.

Results of the analysis are suprarizea in Tatie XXX'. Based

on these results, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and

tbus, It ray te concluded that the clinion or attitude a

person possesses tcwards ccmputers, and their feelings

pertaining to voice as a Tire seving advantage will, not

affect their reccgnition accuracy.

TAFLE XXXI

AFFECT DUE TO ATTITUDES TCWAPD COC'PUTFRS
AND DATA PROCESSING

-------------- --------------- +-------------------------

I COMPUTERS DATA PROCESSING
------- 4--------------------- -+--------------------------------

Type of Test 1 KrusKal-Wellis I Kruskal-Wallis
------- 4--------------------- -+---------------------------------

Alpha e5
---- 4------------------------- -+--------------------------------

Test
Statistic .7E 3.32

--- 4-- ---------------------------------------------------

Critical
Level > .8 .15

------- 4 ----------------------------------- +............

Correlation
Coefficient .111 -. 164

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
= Significant at stated level of significance

... ..----------...----------------------------------------------------------
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G. VOCABULARY ERRORS

As a result of" using different numbers of syllables in

the vocabulary, it was also possible to get an indication of

how well utterances with cifferert rumbers of syllables were

recognized. Originally done It, a longitudinal study [Ref.

24: pp. 9-1e] it is enalyzed within the context of this

documrent as further verification of those earlier results.

This is shcwn by weeks in ligure 31 and. over all conditirnns

in Figure 32. Both figures Illustrate a generally declining

error rate as e function cr the numter cf syllables in the

utterance. .Although tbe ctrren exzeriventation yielded at

apprcximately 1.5 percent rl.e In error rate frc, three tc

four syllables, it is not a large? deviatioc from the earlier

study which indicate! little charge i,, errcr rates between

three or four syllables woras.

In terrs of overall eff>ectiveness, a practical

applicaticn wcvld dictate the least a r-t cf recornition

errors. Therefore, an error rate of 5.91% still remains two

to three percent better than vtterAnces with a smaller

syllabic content. Despite the higher rate for four syllable

compered to five syllable words, the difference s still

less than that of one to four or twc to four syllables. The

variety cf vocabulary items used In this experiment further

confirrs the argument that t1rough a careful and Judicious

selecticn of vocabulary items, large vocabulary difficulties

and associated bigh error rates try be reduced.

L ____
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VI. CONCLUSICNS

Following the lengthy elatoration of results in the

previous section it wculd be helpful to recapitulate, In a

brief sumrrary fore, the responses of the different variables

tested. Variatles resulting in a statistically significant

test statistic Incliuded:

-- Method of training

-- Exp.riencF of the user

-- Previots corruter exp~erience

-- Level cf education (all subjects)

-- Vital ca;acity

I( -- Sp~eaier cccperativeness

The followinz vriaoles Troduced . significent

correlation tetween itself and recognition error rate.

-- Previous coffputer experience

-- Time of the week

-- Experience of the user

-- Level of education (all subjects'

S . -- Speaker participation

Vital capacity

-- Rate of air flow

-- State anxiety (first week only,

-- User ettitudes pertaining to %oice

14



The following variables resulted in either a non-

significant test statistic and/cr correlaticn coefficient.

-- Jot function

-- Branch of service

-- Job satisfaction

-- Service satisfaction

-- Foreign lane-uage com.petency

-- Tlime of dpy

-- Time of week (test statistic only)

-- Ease cf use of voice equipment

-- Level of education (naive users)

-- SociO-ecororric class

-- rental care

-- Race

-- Marital status and family size

-- Religious preference

-- Accent

-- Place of birtn/gecgraphic cricin

-- Age

-- Height and weight

-- Rate of eirflow (test statistic)

-- Physical conditioning/speech training

-- Anxiety: State and Trait

-- Speaker cooperativeness (correlation)

-- Speacer participation (test statistic)

1 4k



-Affect of recognition errors

-Attitudes toward corputers/data processing

The Wide range in errcr rates, .50 to 15.7 percent, for

the indiVidUal subjects (See Appendix J for a complete

surPary) indicates an Obvious variability between subjects.

Within the context of the main experirrent acd Vie associated

ANOVA, the three variatles of job ftriction, tralning methCd,

and experience (trials), are independent events and are

protected from confounding due to the experimental design.

The selection or a level of significance equal to e 5 Is

mrerely to shcw a pCssible existence of sovre effect, rot to

derronstrate a rigorous test of a stated byyotkesis. As the

analysis prcgresses to the extracticn off numero us cther

htrrn factors, these protections ana the accompanying powser

of a pararetric test are reducea. In sorre Instances anI awareress Of a possible dE.pEndEnce between conalticns Is

necessary prior to reaching an ultirrate conclusion. For

example, were those subsets of a category achieving

statistical significance also trained wit.t supervision

and/cr experienced users and if so, how many were in that

particular svbset?

The results presented herein suggest that speaker

variability would not affect recognition accuracy to such an

extent as to preclude Its use among cnly specially selected

users. i rr implerrentation in military applicaticns, this

proves to be especially satisfying since It wovld negate the
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services fro_ the necessity of classifyilnR personnel 111c

particular m-ilitary occupational specialties or

subspecialttes for the express purpose of operatinw voice

equipment. IT is apparent from the experilmentaticn, and the

diversity o stills and experience contained within the

sample population, that practically arycne may be a

potential candidate to operate voice recogritirn equipment.

The rhrase 'practically anyove' should be qualIfIed

here. Intersieoxer variability had a significant impact i:

the case of one subject, who possessed a severe s-eecb

impairment; stuttering. It becare obvious i, the ea-iy

stages of training that be wouil te unable to finihn tie

training phase. In ract, after 30 minutes, only 11

utterances had been satisfactorily Tlaced into xerrorF.

Althcugh the irdividual was elimiratel as an experimental

subject, his difficu.lty dEronstretes tbet elthevgh rost

anyone can use this tyle of tecbnology, there will always

exist thcse, albeit few in nvmber, who for one erreption or

another are :neble to attain e s-jitable level of reccgnition

accuracy.

The current experime rtation has clearly shcwr that

experience end rethoI of training voice equipment can

trovide excellent recognition accuracy rates. Of course,

what determines an 'excellent' rate is purely subjecttie end

deterrrinate upon the application in which erplaced. What

mates this otservaticn readily a;Tealir.g is trat bcth

____ ____144
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characteristics are controlled by the human. They are rot

factors that one Is born witn cr has inherited. Rather,

with closely supervised training procedures, by an

experienced operator, a "naive" user can quickly attain

recognition rates greater than 95 percent and with

repetitive experience increase tt.s accuracy until errcrs

are reduced to less than two percent. It must be reiterated

that in the present experiment, stubects were nct allowed tc

retrain the reccgnizer during the three w'eeks of recognitior

testing. In actuality, the syeaker wculd retrain an

utterance rather then tc cCntinue incurring mis- cr non-

recognition errors.

To a lesser de&ree, speaker cccperativeress and amcunt

of previous coirputer experiencE 6re definitely factors to be

considered. The latter characteristic Influences the

personnel selecticn prccess while speaker cocperatIveress,

like training ana experience, can te influenced by the bvran

elemert. Certainly, tecause cf daz& processing experience,

such individuals can read4Ly identify witb the advantages of

speech input and thereby become a otre or higbly cooperative

speaker. Thus combined, t Jese two factors strongly support

the potential for achieving high reccgnition accuracy.

The presence of occasional positive correlation

coefficients, that were statistically significant, are

difficult to explain or resolve conclsi'rely. Such

instances as level of particilaticn, desire to use voice,

14L,
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I
and attitudes tertaining to voice, provided mis~eadtrR

results. It was surrised that speakers who are willing

participants and find voice to be a technolopy that they

would likely use, woi)ld achieve low error rates. The

observation to the contrary, suproses that rrany of those

speakers tried too hard for perfect recognition accurecy,

and as a result, were Less alt to s Ieak naturally. In

effect, they were trying to outsrrart the rrac ine.

Thus, in an orerational envirourent it becires incurtent

upon both the spea.Ker and the supervisor to fully embrace

the concert of voice technology for use in a practical

application. In demcnstraticns at the Naval Pstpgraduate

School it Is frequently noted that observers are genuinely

imrpressed with the capar)ilities of voice Input of data until

that one error, soretimes after more then 200 successfully

recognized uttzerances, occurs and they sit baci" and remark

that perbaps "additional research is needed rricr tc placing

it into operational use . It is obvious that voice

tech~nology is acce;;table for use in a military cor'Mand

center and must be ruilj surported by the Commander and his

Staff. If it is, error rates can be rinirized by hura

controls such as training and exerience. In conclusion,

-"consistency may best dtescribe th e krey to speake r

variability. Attitudes, training, aDd experience together,

prcdce consistency in speech and consistency generates a

continued high recognition accuracy rate.

NNW.
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APPINDIX A

USEP QUESTIONNAIRE #1

NAVE: SUBJECT#:

INSTRUCTICF"S:

The yurrose or this questionalre is to obtain Information

frcir you regarding physical characteristics, personal

tackground, and opinions pertaining to voice recognition

eq'2ipment and its use. Your answers will assist In

aeterrining whether rersonal and/or rhysiclogical traits

contrit'ute to effective utilizaticn e vclce reco-niticr

eq ,, p,'n t .

The questions inci de trultirle choice, YES/NC. ratinR scale

Pnl short answer (one or two words ONL,!1 types.

Appropriate guidance accomranies each question or block of

questlions.

Your narre is NCT required but is requested in orler to ease

the necessary correlaticn c& your re-lies with your results

in the exerin Entation. If you desire anonyyrlt, plpese

respond with your subject number only. Please respond

truthfully. Check your questionaire after completion to

insure you've coirlieted all the questions.

Thanmr-you for your assistance in this experrrent.
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In questions 1 - 22, rovlde either a one or two word

respcnse, or place an X by the apprcpriate answer.

1. What is your age?

2. What is your height (in Inches)?

3. What is ycur weight? --

4. What is ycur race?

White (Caucasian)

Yellow (Asian/Mongoloid)

Elact (NeeroiI/African)

Red (American Indian)

S. What is ycur nationality?

Native Citizen of the United States

- - - - -- Natvrall ed Citizen of the United States

Alien

6. What is ycur reliplous preference?
(See Attached Sheet)

7. What is your ethnic background?

Puertc Rican

_ 111irino

-- Mexican

Cuban

Latin Arerican (persons frcm Central or S. America)

Other Hispanic Descent (Extraction not delineated

as Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban or Latin American)

14E
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Hs iIrro
Aleut

Indlan

__Velanes ian

Chinese

Jayanese

__Korean

__ olynesian

Vietnarrese

_Cther Asian Descent (Extraction not delileated as
Ctinese, J~panese, Korean, Indien, F11li:ino, or
Vie trarrese)

---------None c±f the Aocve

other (Please sj-ecify ...........

a . Dc you have an accent?

YES (what kind?- ------

SNO

9. What is your Mrarital Status

----------arr~ed

fivcrced

Single

other (seiparated, widowed)

10. how rrany children do you have?

0

1 49
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11. Do you wear glasses?

YES

NC

12. Pave you ever had orthodontist care &/or wear/worn

braces?

YES

NO

13. What is your level ot educaticn?

,___Ncn High School Graduate

High School Graduate

Associate Degree

1 year cf cclieee

2 years of college

years of college

4 years of cclleie (no delree,

College graduate (BA/ES)

Graduate work of more than 1 year (no degree)

S~Masters egree recEivea

: Doctcrate Degree received

14. Wbpt state were you born in?

15. During ages 1-18, in what state did you principally
reside?

1 0



1e. What has teen your state of residence for the ajority
of the last three years?

17. Do ycr speak aty foreigr ianguage(s,?

YES [which one(s)-------------------------.

NO

ie. What is bour trarch of service?

Navy

Ariry

r'arine Corps

Air Force

Cther (civilian)

19. How many years h ave yo: been ir the service?

20. Have ycu ever teen overseas ftr orcre than 13

consecutive moths? (not including leave or vacation)

YES (gc tc questicn #21)

NO (go to question #Z )

21. How many ronths were you overseas?

in wnat ccuntry? _.. . . . . . . .

Z2. What do ycu ccnsiaer to te your socioeconomic class?

lower Class

Ulper Lower Class

lower Middle Class

Middle Class

Urper Middle Class
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tewer Upper Class

Upper Class

In questions 2Z - 4( place an "X' on a point on the scale
that best Irdicates cr descrioes your feelings. The '' may
be placed anywh.ere along the scale.

23. How do you feel atout the jot cr rosition you currently
have?

-------------- ----------------- i ------- i---------------

LIFE VERY fIFre NEUTRAL DISLIKE LISLiKE
-UCH VRY MUCR

24. H.w 'uch satisactio do ycuJ derive frCr being a member
of the Arfcd Serices?

: -- --------------- ---------

VEVV SATISFIED BORDEBII l UNSATISMIED VERY
SATISFIEr UNSATISFIFD

£5. Ccmputers are necessary in today's society.

------------ :-------------- :---------------i--------------

rECIDEDLY S!iGpIT NC OPINION SlIGHTlY DECIDED!!
AGREE AGREE rON'T KNCW DIS ACEF DISAGREE

2e. How would vcice recogniticn iake a corryuter o;erator's
Jct?

MUCH SCrEtHAT NC OPINICN 10CRE MUCH MORT
EASIER EASIER DIFFICULT DIFFICULT
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27. How would voIce recognition equiprrent affect
inrcrmnatlcr 'rrcessing or data input?

-- - - -- - - i - - - - - - -i- - - - - - - --- - -- - -

SAVE A LOT SAVE SOME NO OPINION TAXES MORE TAKE A ICT
C! I'E TIME DOONT KNOW TIME MORE TIME

E. If" voice recognition can save tire, it woUld allcv a
aeeyoerd cperator to dc other iobs.

l:-EC ID.DLY SI.IGHTlY N;O OPINICN SI IGMHT UECIDEDL
AUHLE ACREE LC'T 'T KNCW DISAGEFE DISAGREE

9. :escrite the -se of voice reccgoition equilrent.

---------------------------------- :-------------- 1--------------

14ZERY .ASY EASY TC N1 CPINICN DIFICULT VERY1 :C) U 1 Us. TO USE DIFFICULT
TO USE

J'Z. ;na ao jct tniuk of voice reccguition equirrent for
i.se in iIllltary Ccrrran. Centers?

-- - - -- - - ; - --- - - - ;- - - - - - -------------

,RY S( E',HAT [NC CFINICN SCMEWHAT VERY
1RACTIAl PRACTICAL DON'T KNOW I,'PPACTICAL IMPRACTICAT

.,1 H. lo% Fuch Irevious corrputer ex;erieuce bave you bad?

-- - - -- - -I-- - - - ---- --------------------------------

ALOT CF CCNSIDERABAE SUVE VERY LITTLE NO
EXikERIN Ci X FERI7rCE EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE
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32. what is ycur Irevicus ex;eriezce with voice recconition
eqvi Ipment?

-- - - -- - - ; - - -- - - - i : - - - - - -

VERY M.UCH VUCH S(jM1 A 1ITTLE NONE

-3. how woula aaditionel exzerience with voice recognition
ejuip.eni affect recognition a;curacy?

-- - - -- - - i -- - - - - - -! - - - - - -: -- - - -- - -!

UCH SCri NO CPINICN A LITTLE NC
IMPROVIr-ENT I FROVE ENT IMPRCVFMENT IMPPCVEPE!NT

'44. How ao you feEl wten a misrecognitiorn occurs?

------- !------------- -------------- !-------------I

STRCNGLY IIX7 NIURAL rISLIXI STBCt.GIYL I!( D!SLILE

1Z. Low ao you feel when a non-rEcognltion ('bee;') occurs?

------------ ! ------------- -------------- i-------------I

STRCNGLUY 1IE EUTAL D IS L I K. STP.CRNGLY
LIKE DISIIKF

ZE. how ao ou feel when a recognition occurs?

STRCNGLY LIK NEUTLRAL DISLIKE STRONG Y
LI K.E rISLIXE

1t4
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57. fescrioe ycur participation in tbis experiment.

EXTREMELY MCBERATELY COOPERATIVE SOMEWhAT VERY
LOCFIRATIVE CCCPIRATIVE UNCCCPERATIVE UNCCOP-

ZPATIVE

26. Bow woulic you cescrice your participating in this type
of experluenation?

STRCNGLY LIKE NEUIRAL DISLIKE STRCNGLY
LIKE DISLIE

Y. ~What is jour current physical ccnditior?

I -I

CUTSTANrING GCCD AVIRAGI FAIR FCCR

'eO. If vcice recognitic.n dCes save time and alirws YOU tc
be 6ssignea other tasKs, how oiten wcula YOU went to USE it?

-- -- - - -------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------

ALAY.i iRErUENTIY NOW ANZ TBEN SE LOI P

i1SL

__ _

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
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APPIhDIX E

USER UESTICINNAIPE #2

NAME: UBJEC # :

INSTRUC ICNS:

T ne purpose of this questionalre is to obtair inforiration

from you regaraing physical cbaracteristics, personal

background, and opinions pertalning to voice recognitlon

equ3iment ana its tse. Your answers will assist in

aetermining whetter jersouai and/cr hyslolciical traits

ccntribute tc ef:ective ttllizaticn c" voice reccgnltlcr.

eqvipient.

Ibe questions i ciLae xultiie choice, YES/NO, razing scale

and stort Erswer 'ore or two words ONLTI) types.

A;kro;riate guidance accorpanies each question or block of

questions.

Icur nare is NCT required but is requested in order to ease

tne necessary ccrrelation cr cur replies with your results

in tfe ezerimentation. If you desire ancnyuity, plepSe

-- res;ond with ycur suoject nurber cniy. Please respcnd

truthfuily. Checs your questionaire after completion to

insure you've co(iTietea all the questions.

Tnanx-you for your assistance in tls experinent.
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In questions 1 - ", provide either a one or two word
response, cr place an "X" Dy the appropriate answer.

1. Have you ever Lad one or TorE of the following speech
iflediTents aud/Or Irpairrents?

Articulaticn tdifficulty In prcncuncinF vcwels
and/or conscnants)

-cice kirregularities in the larynx)

Cleft IlIp 8ra/or llj jialate

Ceretral palsy

Hearing irrairrents

Aphasia

Con~enital speecn oCEects (due to Dirth/pregnancy)

-- Retardation

m. - -None of thE abOve

2. Have yo ever receivea speecn therapy from either a
sutsidized t:ree) clinic, private speech therapist, cr
throtuEh thE putlic school system?

YrC

6. heve jou ever receivea voice training or taxen singing

lessons?

YES (Hcw many years?--------

* NC
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/ In questions 4 - 15 place an "X" on a point on the scale
'bCt best indicates or describes your feelings. The "X" ray
be placed aujubere along the scale.

4. hc would voice recognition meae a computer operator's

- - ---------------- --------------- I

VUCH SOt'EWHAT hO CPI ICN rOR1 MUCH MCRE
EASIER EASIER DIFIICULT DIFFICULT

£. How wola voice recognition equipffent affect
i doratlon prccessing or data input?

SA' A ICI SAVE SC:'E WO GPINICN TAKES MORE TAKES A LOT
Ck 1IZE TIME 1ON'T KlCW TIVE rORE TI1".E

t. If 7oice recognition can save tiffe, it wouid allow a
Keybcard cperatcr to do other jcbs.

--- - - - -------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------

DECIDEDLY SIIGH".Y NO OPINION SLIGHTLY DECIDEDLY
AGF AGREE LON" KNCW rDISAGR-- DISAGREE

7. Descrite the use of voice recognition equipwent.

S---- -

'VRY EASY EASY TO NC OkINICN DIFFICULT VERY
TO USE USi TO USE DIFFICULT

TO USE

S... .. 15E?



B. If voice recognition does save tire and allows YOU to
oe assigned other tasks, how often wcuid YCU want tc use it?

SI I

ALWAYS FRIEQUEL.TLY NCW ANA" THEN SELDOM NEVER

S. How woula aaditionai exyerience with voice recognition
equirrnent affect recognition accuracj?

II I'

MUCH S ONO CPINICK A LITTLE NC
IMPEGVIVINT IrPROVEt:ENT IrPRCVEMENT IMtPRCVEtZNT

* i . How ao you feel when a misreccgnition occurs?

: ----------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -- -- - - - -SI I '

STRCNGLY IIKi NEUTRAL DISLIKE STRONGLY
LIAE rISLIKE

1i. How io you feel wnen a non-recognition ('beep') occurs?

STFCNGLY IIiiE NEUTRAL DISLIKE ST!CNG LY
LI 1 DISLIKE

15



12. Bow ao you feei when a recognition occurs?

STRONGLY lIKE NEUTRAL DISLIKI STRONGLY
LIKE DlISIIKE

13. Describe your participation in t is experlent.

EX£IrIMLY MCDERATELY COOPERATIVE SOVrEWEAT VERY
CCPE1l=IV: GCCFERAIVE UNCOOPERATIVE UNCCCP-

FRATIVE

14. How would you descriDe your participatiir in this type
or experirentaticn%'

2TRCNGLY IIE NEUTRAL DISLIKE STECOGLY
LILE IISLIE

lt. Wha ao ycu tLinx of vOicE reccgnition equipment for
Lse in Milicary Coroana Centers?

VERY SCV'iHAT NO OPINICN SCMEWHAT VERY
PRACTICAL PRACTICAL DON'T &NCW IMPRACTICAL IMPRACTICAL

160e
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APPENDIX C

SELI-EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

NArI DITE SUBJECT#

DIRECTIONS: A numter of statements which people have used

to descrite themselves are given below. Read each statemenz

and then circle the appropriate numter to the rignt of the

statement that indicates how you GINEPALLY feel. There are

nc right or wrong answers. Please dc not spend too much

ti e on any oe staete.ment, out give tte answer which sEerrs

t, aescrlte how jou GENERALLY reel.I
1 = ALMOST NEVEP

2 = SOMETIMES

3 = O1TEN

4 = AL OST ALWAYS

1. I reel pleasaLt 1 2 3 4

;d. I tire quickil 1 4 4

". I feel iiie crying 1 2

4. I wish I couia be as happy as 1 2 3
cthers seem tc oe

5. I au losing out on things oecause 1 2 3 4
I can't ctake up ry .a1Dd soon
enough.
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e. I reel rested 1 4

7. I am "calir, cool, and collected" 1 2 4

b. I teel that difficulties are 1 - 4
piling up so that I cannct
overcorre their

i. I ,orrj too irucn over sopetning 4
that really dcesn't matter

10. Iair. hal4,

11. I aT inclined to taxe things bard 1 2 4

12. I lack seif confidence 1 2 7 4

!.J. I feel secure 2 2 3 4

14. t try to avoia facing a crisis 1 2 c 4
cr diff1culty

1. I feel olue 1 2 4

!E. I am content 1 2 4

!7. Sore unirrortant thought runs 1 2 - 4
tnroug!3 ry rrinQ ara bothers iTe

1b. I taxe disappcintments so keenly 1 2 3 4
ttat I cac't put ther out of rry
mind

IV. i aiy a steacy person 1 2 3 4

z. I get in a state of tension or 1 2 4
turmoil as I thinK cver my recent
concerns and interests

- -," V --



SCCRING XY
fcr zhe

A-TRAT IVAIUATICN

2. 1 3 2 4

3.

4..
-. I 2 4

6. 4 3 2 1

7. 4 3 2 1

E. 1 2 3 4

10. 4 3 2 1

2.1. 1 2 'z 4

12. 1 2 3

13. 4 2 1

14. 2 3 4

15. 1 2 3 4

2.6. 4 3 2 1 ,

17. 1 2 3 4

1E.1 2 4

k0. 1 2 4
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APPENDIX r

SEII-EVALUATION qUESIICNNAIRE

NAVE DA'E SUBJECT#

LIRECIICNS: A nurber of stateirents which people have used

to aescrite tnerseives are given below. Read each siazeFent

ena then circle the appropriate nuFber to the right of the

statemenz that icicates bow you feel RIGHT NOW -- AT THIS

i.HY MO1MEYNT. There are no right or wrong answers. Please

do not sp&end too uucA L1re on any one stateFent, tut give

the answer inat best describes your PRESENT feelings.

I = NOT AT ALL

= SCVEWEAT

3 =CDiRATELY SO

4 = VERY MUCH SC

1. 1 feEl calu 1 2 3 4

2. I :eel secure 4 2 4

.5. I ar tense 1 z 4

4. I an, regretful 1 2 3 4

.. I feel at ease 1 2 3 4

e. I feel upset 1 4 4

7. I am presentiy worrying 1 2 54
over possible risfortunes

- - -



14. I fee i strn 1 4 e

1. I feel anxious 1 2 4

10. 1 feel conortabie 12 4

. feel sef-ccniden 2 4

1k. I feEl nervous 1 2 4

13. 1 ai jittery 2 4

1 . f eeel Jc u 51 2 u

15. 1 au reLaxea 12 4

16. 1 feel conten-t 4 L

17. 1 ar worried 4 ,

16. 1 feei cver-excited 4
,,j ari rattied,

119. 1 feel jcyfui 2 4

k :. I feel pleasant 1 2.

i
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SUOPING KEY
/ for zhe

A-STATE IVALGATICN

1. 4 3 1

4 2

7o. 14

131

4 3

16~. 43

10. 4 1

16. 4 312



APPENDIX 1

UTTERANCi LIST: TRAINING WEEL - EEK#1

ORD# UTTERANCE CRT PRCtMPT

(co0THREE THREE
(Oe1EUROPE ERP
V)r;_ OVE IT LEFT MCV7 IT LEFT
01 !CARRIAGE RETURN CAER RETURN

LOGOLT LOGO UT
5COhVAND COMMAND

oeSTRAIT CF UOIIMUZ STE Ci HMRZ
LAT IME TIME
(6EKOREA KORFA
00iZERO Z ERO

ClANGE DIEECTORY 10 P000K C DIE TO PK
oil ALPHA ALP HA
0J12 POSITIVE 7FOSII IVE

LDENTltICATION INTYMLICATION
0 14 LAUNCH LAUNCH

OtRELOCAfL1 RELOCATE
eE1ELTA IDLLT J,

f617 TASK FOGRCf CCMtANDER TSK FRC CDR
i LKILO KILO

LO IGIN YELLEN LOGIN YELLEN

0 21 NOV~EMBER NO VEM BE R
okTWO TW~O
163UNITED STAIIS UNITED STS

024 iOUR iOup
okr RAVO BRAVO

ve - LACE A CIRCLE ON !'CSCOW FL A CIR I!'OS
0 Z7ENIVY DETICT 1GN FN DETECTION

PP.CEF PROCEED E IEA-
o 6RC FCO ROME.O
LA0 LIGHT CONTROLLER FIT CTLR

031 SEVEN SLVEN
V,2GRLUND CONTROL AkPROACH GNt CTL APPR

REPORT REPORT
034AIRiIELL NAME A11D NAME
otLIr A L IVA
04EAVAILABLE AVAILABLE
(6?MESSAGE MESSAGE
0ESA'IELLITZ SATELLITE
06%SHOCT S HOOT

040 YANKEE YANKEE
1641 AF1 IRMATI V AMFrATIV!

16?



CHARLIE CHARLIE
TORPEDO TORPE.O

044 FIVE FIVE

f645 CRATIONS PLAi OPNS PLAN

fE OfIENSE OilENSE

04 's P IN DETAIL UP IN DETAIL
L1E NINE N INE

04k .RO]ABILITY Cl LETECTION PRcp OF F EN

050 NEUTRAL N EUTRAL
I51 JULIETT JULIETT
052 SPEED SPIEL

1 E. UN IFORm UNIFORM

k5f SENSOR SENSOR
0 TANGO TANGO

ae CLOSE CUT CHARLIE CLS OUT CHRL

i57 LOAD THE GANN LD THE GANN

OtEOSCAR OSCAR

e5i NCRTH ATLANTIC MAP N Al MAP

ff PACIFIC DATA bASi PAC ""AT BASE

oci 1UMAN FACTORS kUM FACTORS

X CXTROT FOX'1ROT

SOVIET SOVIET

O4 DEIENSE DEl EN SE
C- GN- CNZ

wet NiIA INDIA

6e7 A2VAtTAGES ArVANTAGES

OC GCIF GOLF

L C- CANCEL CANCEL
o .7 I' u u( 7 ZULU Z]I

071 NEGATIVE NiGATIVE
72 FLCT ALL SUENARINES PLT ALL SUBS

e £74 XRAY XRAY

07 HfUELl RfF UElL
105 AUO'ATIC RECC NITICN AUTO RECOG

076 QUEBEC CUEBZC

07? TRACK EiVY TRACK ENEMY

7E LEVEL T'O LEVEL TWC

07; COURSE COURSE

(6.0 JCINI TASK FORCE JT TSK FRC

Ii siX SIX
ob2 WHISKE1 WHISKEY

0 ATTACK ATTACK

o Ei SIERRA SIERRA
obt VANEUVER LELAY MNUVR DELAY

. e DISTANCE D TSTANCI

fl7 EXECUIE EXECUTE
"e EIGHT EIGHT

18 VICTOR VICTOR
( MEDITERRANEAN 'AF MED MAP
oI SEA 01 JAPAN SEA OF JAPN

E OkPA POPPA

F9 fILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL FL TNSFR PRO

1 eb



Ot4ALTITULE ALTI'Url

OtHOT.EL HiOTFL
6NUKE THEM 'TILL THEY GLOIN NUKE i.M

0?ACCAT TITLE ACCA! TITLE

OMEhI KE MIKE
MISSILE MISSILE



APPENDIX I

UTTERANCE LIST: WEEK #2

WORD# UTTERANCE

MISSILE
MIKE
ACCAT TITLE
NUKE THEM TILL THEY GLOW

00 HOTEL
V5 ALTITUDE

006 IILE TRANSIER PROTOCOL
001? PCPFA
LEE SEA OF JAPAN
00, PEDITERRANEAN MAP
010 VICTCR
viI EIGHT

EXECUTE
z. £DISTANCE
v 1 MANEUVER DELAY
ol c 11:1ER A

o1c ATTACK
k17 WHIS]EY
Ih SIX

0lo JOINT TASK 5CRCE
V120 COURSE
0 21 LEVEL TWO
02; TRACK ENEMY
2 QUEBEC
024 AUTOMATIC RECCGNITICN
02E REFUEL
(626 XPAY
02 7 PLOT ALL SUBMARINES
0 LNEGATIVE
(29 ZULU
e3k) CANCEL
0 31 GCLF
(e3k ADVANTAGES
Z3 INDIA

~34 CNE
635 DEFENSE
06 6 SOVIET
037 FOITECT
938 HUMAN FACTORS
09bo PACIHIC DATA BASE
0416 NORTH ATLANTIC MAP
C41 OSCAR
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LOAD THE GANN
046 CLOSE OUT CHARLIE
044 TANGC
t4t SENSCR
046 UNIIORM
04? SPEED
048 JULIETT
040 NEUTRAL
050 PRCBABILITY CF DETECTION
951 NINE
052 UP IN DETAIL
o5z C? t-NSE
(654 OPERATIIONS FLAN

1b t kIVE
05t TORPEDO
957 CHARLIE
O5b AYFIRVATIVE
05b YANKEE
V6 SHOUT
061 SATELLITE
06k VESSAGE
(63 AVAILABLE
,64 LIVA
06t AIRFIELD NAE

L/ftEMORT
067 GROUND CONTROL APPROACh
o6b SEVEN
069 FLIGHT CONTROLLERS070 ROMEC

071 PRCCIED
I; 7ENEMY DETECTION
07Z PLACE A CIRCLE ON VOSCOW
074 ERAVC
(6'75 tFOUR
076 UNITEZ STATES
077 TWO

NOVEMBER
ECHO

080 LOGIN YELLEN
OEI X(ILO
ob2 TASK FORCE COMMANDER
oeZ DELTA
oe4 RELOCATE
oet ZLAUNCH
086 IDENTIFICATION
e87 POSITIVE

e E ALPHA
obo CHANGE DIRECTORY TO POOCK
e9 (6 ZERO
O I KOREA
09;e TIME

STRAIT OF HORMUZ

171
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ZV4 COMMrAN]r
0 vtLOG OUT
096 CARRIAGE RETURN
OV7 MOVE IT LEFT
obl :EUROPCE

THBEE
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APPENDIX G

LTTERANCE LIST: WEEK #3

WORD# UTTERANCE

000 CARILIAGE RETURN
001 SIRAIT CF HORVUZ
L, c2 ZERc
0 OPOSITIVE
004 RELOCATE
Z , 5 LILO
o0e NOVEMBER
007 IOUR
ref8 ENEMY DETECTICN
eb FLIGHT CONTROLLER
010 REUCRT
fel1 AVAILABLE,.! 1 SfiCCT

1 Zlb CHARLIE
V14 CPERATICNS PIAN

0 1 tNINE
Ole JULIETT
Z17 SENSOR

0Th LOAD IRE GANN
01 PACIFIC DATA BASE
e20 SOVIEtI021 INDIA

0;; CANCEL
V2z PLCT ALL SUBMARINES
024 AUTO IATIC RECOGNITION
02t LEVEL TWO

02b six
027 SIERRA
02b EXECUTE
V29 rErITERRANEAN MAP
060 kILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
-01 NUKE THEM TILL THEY GLOW

(13Z MISSILE
0 3 MOVE IT LEFT
0.54 COMMAND
035 IOREA
00 ALPHA
037 LAUNCH
(636 TASK FORCE COMMANDER
e ECHO
040 UNITID STATES
641 PLACE A CIRCLE ON MOSCOW

~173 1 1



042 ROMEO
04" GRCUND CONTROL APPROACH
V44 LIMA
04t SATELLITE
046 AFFIRMATIVE
947 iVE

UP IM DETAIL
NEUTRAL

05o UNIFORV
051 CLOSE OUT CEARLIE
ot; 0NORTH ATLANTIC MAP

5OXTROT
o 54 ONE
Ott GOLF
z5e NEGATIVE
0&7 RElUEL
5o~ TRACK ENEMY
Z59 JOINT TASK FORCE
eez ATTACK
061 LISTANCE
S6;:, VICTCR
0 6 POFilA
0E4 HOTEL
z 6 t IKE
o6L EURCFE
067 LOGOUT
z 6L TIME
06V CHANGE DIRECTORY TO FOOCK
072 IDENTIFICATION
(71 DELTA
072 LOGIN YELLEN

THREE
o? 4 TWO

07t BRAVC
07F- PROCEED
077 SEVEN

AIRIELD NAtE
07 MESSAGE
OE. YANKEE

TORFEDC
OFFENSE

* B FRCbABILITY Of DETECTION
08 SPEED
0a TANGC
Zt86 OSCAR
087 HUMAN FACTORSOeb£ DEFENSE

W89 ADVANTAGES
090 ZULU
091 ARAY
09Z QUEBEC
094 COURSE
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O04 WBISKEY
09A MANEUVER DEAY
(696 EIGHT
097 SEA Of JAPAN
09oe ALTITUDE

ACCAT TITLE

ii
I

*1
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/ AFPZNL:IX H

DATA COLLECTIION .ICRM

-- -- - -- - -- - -- - SIX: V~ F SUBjECT #:

RANK --------- EAY/TIv.E: -------- ITRIALS 1-21

--- --- ----- [TRIALS Z-41

--- --- --- -- TRIALS ~e

MICRopiiOtE: - -11PERIENCEAT - NON-E)XPERIENCEL

TRAINING: - -SUPERVISID --- NCN-SUFIR'JISEl

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

UTTIRANCI TRIAL #

1 4
THRIF

UROPE

:rGV IT I I I

;CII G I I I3

LOGOUT

gCLM~MAND III

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1STRAIT CE HCRtUZ
T I g

Z I FI
-- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -

I' h 10I TO I I I

-- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- -- - - - -

L L II



IIE ~ i C T C ItI

/ !RI'C TI
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I I I I

------------------ -----
IT S FO C I I I

'RELCCT

--- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - -

'UITED STRCESC
- - - - -- - - - - - -

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -I

FICII
-- - -- - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -

:BRAV....
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I

iP CI CL ON I I I

-- -- -- - -- -- - -- ---N
IliM DE I T C I 1 i i I 1

-- -- - - - -- - -- -- ------

:FECE
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

IG N CIIIFCC

- - - - - - --- - --- -- - - --I II

BRIAO

--- - -- - ------- --- -

I I I 7?



IANAILABLI
/ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MIXSSAGE
S A T L I T EIt

ISHOOT

YANKEE.

; AiFIRMATIVE

CEARLIl"SOORT IOS I

'0P ~ICNSPLA
I - -

I I IP I2 2 TAI

AfhMAI------------------------------- ------ ------ I

I I

I -

iNINE

I 2 I

;FRCE 01 ZETECTION

;N&'UlRAL

IJULIETT

2ISPEE 2

2 I
1UOP .RTCN PI

II I

SENSORi

I 2

tTANGO

CLOSE OUT CHARLIE

LCAL THE GANN

OSCAR

'NCRTH ATLANTIC V'AP

PACIFIC 2ATA ASI
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HIfUrAh IACTCRS
I I 'I

JFOXTROI

I ' - - - -

1DIFENSI
S-- - -- - - - - - -- -- -- --

lot

INDIA

A-VANTAGIS

iGCLI

;,CANCEL

;ZULU

Ni GATIVE

') PLOT ALL SUBMARIN:S

XRAY

i ;RIIUEL

IAUTI IICCGNIIIIO

I I'I IU1 I

-- -- - - - - - - -- -- -- -- ----- -----

;TRACK l £iMY

,LIVRL IWC

!COURSE It

~INA

IJCINT TASk FI II

,i x

.,.- 'WhISKET

;AITACL It It

SIiBRA

I

:MAN EUVER D4LAY
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;DISTANCE

iXxicull
- - - - -- - - - - - I - - - - - - - - -

E I GhT

V IC'ICR

iMDIT'ERANEAN fAP

SEA O JAFAN

POPPA

'FIl i NSFE ~iRCCCCLI A

1ArrITUL!I I I

NIKI i A 'I GLC

".J ACCAT 7i7LE
t I A S I

I A A
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I III
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APPENLIX I

MASTER LIST 01 UTTERANCES

1. ONE SYLLABLE UTTERANCES (15)

CNE
TWO
THREE
iOUR
I.IVE
SI'

EIGHT
NINE
GOLF
MIKE
LAUNCH

' ' SHOOT
SPEEL
CCURSI

2. 11NO SYLLABLE UTTERANCES (35)

EUROPE
LOGCUT
ZERO
SEVEN
ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLIE
DELTA
ECHO
IOXTRCT
HOTEL
KILO
LIMA
OSCAR
POPPA
UE1C

TANGO
VICTOR
WBISKIY
XRAY
YANLEI
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ZULU
COMMAND
REPORT
OFFENSE
rEiENSE
ATTACK
PROCEED
CANCEL
MESSAGE
DISTANCE
NEUTRAL
MISSILE
SENSOR
REIFEL

3. THREE SYLLABLE UTTERANCES (20)

MOVE IT LEfT
SOVIIT
JOINT IASK FCRCE
NOVEMEER
JULIITT
RCMEO
SIERRA
INDIA
UNI O F;
KOREA
NEGATIVEI POSITiIVE

EXECUTE
AIREIILD NAVE
ALTITUDE
RELOCATE
LOAL THE GANN
LEVEL TiO
SATELLITE
i CR P EC

4. ~)OUR SYLLAiLE UTTERANCIS ki,)

*' CARRIAGE RETURN
LCGIN YELLiN
STRAIT C HORMUZ
UNITE! STATES
FLIGh'I CONTRCLLER
AVAILABLE
AkIRrATIVE
UP IN DETAIL

......................



CLOSI OUT CHARLE
HUMAN )ACTCRS
ADVANTAGES
iRACK ENEMY
SEA Of JAPAN
ACCAT TITLE

~.UTTERANCiS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO E SYLLABLES (16)

MANEUVER 11LAY
CHANGE EIRECTORY TO kCCCK
IDENIIFICATION
T~ASK iORCE CCMANDIR
PLACE A CIRCLE ON MOSCCWa
GROIJNL CON IRCI APPROACh
INEVY LET.&CTION
NORTH AIL~hNTIC MAP
MEDITERRANEAN~ MAP
iROPAEIL1TY Of DETECTION
OPERATIONS PLAN~

4 PACIIIC DATA bASE
PLOT ALL SUBMARINES
AUTOMATIC RECO6NITION
FILL IRANSFER FRCTOCCL
NUKE TEEM TUlL ThEY GLOW



APNLIX J

INDIVIDUAL SUBJI(;T RECCGNITION RATES

'The foliowing are mean error rates for each sutject

particikating inl the eizoerirert The data is

* . partitioned to Firror the grcls estabilstet in the

overall exjieriirentai dESi&D and are expressEd in percent

error.

GRCUk I GROUP II

4 .&b 13.*11

" .1'/ .22

I7 .~ Z

~ .~y8.39

2 2 5.22

t-.44 6 .8ti

6 .;eZ C-1.7

1.1 4.0~6

k .EY92

Z.C1 1.C7

1E4



GROUE III GROUP IV

4 .06 10.11

k.11 15.17

4.69

8 15.72

4 v 2.39

7.11

1E5

MA6.'
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